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The Transient Array Radio Telescope (TART) is a 24-element aperture
synthesis array radio telescope. It is designed as a low-cost test bench
for hardware, calibration, and imaging algorithm development, as well
as a survey-instrument for transient events. The TART is an all-sky
telescope and supports continuous real-time imaging with an angular
resolution of 3◦ operating at 1.57542 GHz with a narrow bandwidth of
2.5 MHz. This thesis gives a detailed overview of the instrument and
the process of calibration. The developed telescope’s Web-based REST-
ful application programming interface (API) allows remote operation,
imaging and data analysis via the Internet, either with a browser-based
front end, or with command line tools.
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Interferometric measurements in radio astronomy date back to early observations
of the sun by Ryle and Vonberg in 1946 [65]. Over the last 60 years the sensitivity
of radio telescopes has improved from 250 mJy in the 1960s to sensitivity in the
order of a few microjansky [81, 93, 57]. More ambitiously, the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) is planned to operate in the frequency range 0.01–20 GHz with a
sensitivity down to a few tens of nanojansky [41]. The increase in sensitivity is
mainly achieved by the instrumentation, for example, a larger effective collecting
area and more efficient hardware, and not by the imaging algorithms.
The basis of the imaging algorithms is well established, is well understood,
and has changed little in the last half century. Most imaging algorithms for
radio telescopes have their origin in the CLEAN algorithm, originally introduced
by Högbom in 1974 [30, 83]. CLEAN enabled synthesis imaging of complex
objects even with only partial coverage of the Fourier plane. Where instabilities
because of its simplistic iterative nature occurred, workarounds were found
[13, 11]. One inherent, commonly accepted flaw in the Fourier transform-based
imaging is the production of negative values in the sky brightness distribution
which are unphysical. Although the signal-to-noise ratio in imaging has improved,
the basic problems such as negativity in the sky brightness and artifacts from
insufficient modeling of the measurement process are still present today [12,
53]. Using Bayesian inference techniques, algorithms such as RESOLVE claim
to produce superior sky brightness distributions compared to other developed
CLEAN derivations [34, 33]. Only recently, in 2011, did Smirnov show in a series of
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papers how the radio interferometer measurement equation can be derived from
first principles [75, 76, 77, 78]. Smirnov’s formalism shows how better treatment
of direction dependence can improve the imaging and calibration process as
long as additional introduced calibration factors are physically motivated. With
the development of new interferometer-based radio telescopes, imaging and
calibration become increasingly more challenging. Advances in these fields
will contribute greatly to the successful operation of the SKA and other future
telescopes.
1.2 Motivation
The Transient Array Radio Telescope (TART) is designed as an instrument that is
not about sensitivity or angular resolution. The TART, shown in Figure 1.1, is a 24-
element all-sky aperture synthesis array radio telescope with an angular resolution
of 3◦. The TART operates at narrow-bandwidth in the Global Positioning System
(GPS) L1 band at 1.575 GHz. It takes advantage of decades of GPS radio receiver
development and is therefore cost effective to build. It provides access to raw
receiver data as well as processed visibility data similar to existing instruments.
At the time of writing the thesis there are no other low-cost array radio telescopes.
There are a few efforts of building low-cost single dish-based radio telescopes
from software-defined radios [37], however none of these projects are aiming at
developing and improving radio interferometry.
One aim for the TART is the development and testing of novel imaging algorithms
that can potentially be applied to larger, more sophisticated telescopes. In order
to guarantee the portability, first it is important to confirm how conventional
imaging techniques relate to the instrumental design of the TART. The verification
of expected operation will be the basis upon which new calibration and imaging
algorithms can be developed.
Is it possible to construct and operate a down-sized telescope that operates in a
similar fashion and is exposed to the same challenging aspects in imaging and
calibration of large and expensive future radio telescope projects such as the SKA.
An example is imaging with many sources of different intensity in a large field
of view. The TART is not restricted in development as it is not part of any large
collaboration. One significant benefit of the TART lies in the ability to be modified
without interfering with other ongoing science data acquisitions.
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(a) Aerial view of the South African MeerKAT radio telescope. The MeerKAT radio
telescope is a precursor to the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) telescope and will be
integrated into the mid-frequency component of SKA Phase 1 [Image and Text (c) SKA
South Africa].
(b) Aerial view of the TART on Signal Hill, Dunedin, New Zealand. The TART consists
of four 1m by 1m tiles in the bottom centre of the picture and a control box with solar
panels in the centre left of the picture.
Figure 1.1: Aerial views of the MeerKAT radio telescope in South Africa (a) and
the TART on Signal Hill, Dunedin, New Zealand (b).
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The TART can also be used as a teaching instrument for students of radio astron-
omy instrumentation. Because of its low-cost, small form factor, and robustness,
it is possible to give students direct access to the instrument itself, not just the
data.
One goal of the TART project is the development of a better understanding of com-
ponents involved in radio telescopes for improved modeling of the measurement
process.
TART provides a robust and cost-effective research environment for the study of
antennas and antenna positioning to develop models for the embedded response
pattern of multiple antennas.
With the capability of raw data acquisition, the TART is also suited as a survey
instrument for transient events. A challenging aspect of the TART is the search for
various sources in the transient radio frequency spectrum, other than man-made
sources [10].
1.3 Previous Development
The TART project started as the Masters project of Charles Shaw [70], who under
the supervision of Tim Molteno, designed, fabricated and tested most of the
electronics of the first-generation TART. A system diagram of the first-generation
TART is given in Figure 1.2. Fundamental components, such as the MAX2769B
integrated radio module, further covered in Section (2.2), the central temperature
compensated oscillator, the jitter cleaner, and the differential data transfer from
the radios to the FPGA, are inherited from his design. The first-generation TART
was built to a stage of five antennas placed along a straight rail, with the ability
to acquire and retrieve 4 ms of raw data per minute.
1.4 Limitations of TART1
TART1 was a proof of concept design. It never reached to point where imaging
was viable. It had a strong limitation in sensitivity resulting from the low number
of antennas, data acquisition and transfer speed. It did not allow the ability to
calculate visibilities on the fly, nor had the ability to transfer sufficient data to
calculate visibilities, or perform viable imaging on the host.
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Figure 1.2: System diagram of the first-generation TART developed by Charles
Shaw [70].
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Table 1.1: Comparison between the TART1 and the TART2. Although the operating
mode of the individual RF front end has not changed. The number of antennas and
length of acquisition time has drastically increased. From the sensitivity equation
(2.2) we can obtain a factor 71 in reduction of rms noise in the synthesized image
due to longer integration time τ with more antennas N .
TART1 TART2
Bandwidth B[ MHz] 2.5 2.5
Number of antennas N 8(5) 24
Number of baselines 28(10) 276
Communication UART SPI
Number of bits per radio 2 (I and Q) 1 (I only)
Raspberry Pi Model B Model 3
FPGA model Spartan 3e Spartan 6
RAM 54 kbit Block RAM 512 Mbit SDRAM
Maximum number of raw data samples 215 224
Maximum acquisition time τ 2 ms(4 ms) 1025 ms
Readout speed (effective) 92 kbps 4 Mbps
Raw data duty cycle (%) 0.007 1
Sensitivity [ kJy] 625 (740) 8.8
Visibility acquisition N/A continuous
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The TART1 acquiring snapshots of raw-data was the starting point of my in-
volvement. In Table (1.1) some of the significant differences are summarised.
Recording 4 ms snapshots of a total of five bit-streams every minute and transfer-
ring the acquired data via UART to a first-generation Raspberry Pi for storage. A
snapshot of only 4 ms per minute results in an observational duty cycle of 0.007%
which is less than optimal (100%) for the search of events that occur on short
time scales. The amount of acquired data and the transfer speed of 92 kbps is a
substantial limitation of the TART1.
In addition TART1 is powered by multiple mains power supplies and was situated
on top of the roof of the Science 3 Building at Otago University. Antennas were
mounted to either the buildings rail or on configurable buckets of concrete.
Although the instrument was producing stable and self-consistent data with the
occasional disturbance from closeby machinery my early efforts of processing the
very limited amount of data and attempts to apply standard imaging techniques
or calibration to TART1 were unsuccessful.
Inspired by TART1, TART2 was a complete redesign, using the same radio front-
end chipset.
Improvements over TART1 I revisited the sensitivity equation (2.2) to decide
which measures could be taken in order to improve upon the TART1 without
stretching previous constraints, such as cost, material availability, manufacturing,
lifespan and deployment.
Improving sensitivity by increasing collecting area, e.g.: using larger antennas
or dishes, did not appeal with regard to the objective of developing imaging
algorithms. Instead two obvious parameters that improve sensitivity are the
number of antennas N and acquisition time τ . Increasing the number of bits per
sample n from 1 to 2 or 3 to increase the ηc correlator efficiency would cause
additional components in data transfer, more cables and increased number of
synchronous input registers at the FPGA. In hindsight, increasing the bandwidth
B from 2.5 MHz to 4.2 MHz would have been possible (see Figure 2.7) by using
device state 6 over device state 2 without further cost.
Mr Molteno, Mr Shaw, Mr Brown and I discussed and developed a concept
for the next generation TART which would utilise a newer generation FPGA (see
Section (2.4.3)), which was already of available to the group.
The proposed FPGA provides a 64 Mbit, later on upgraded to 512 Mbit SDRAM
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chip, which is a potential improvement of over 9700-times the amount of raw data
per snapshot.
Since the sensitivity scales better with number of antennas (
√
N(N − 1)) com-
pared to, acquisition time (
√
τ ) we decided to increase the number of antennas.
Building a telescope with more antennas (and radios) substantially increases cost
of the instrument (see Table (2.2)). We therefore decided at the same time we
would reduce the number of bits transferred and acquired from 2 (IQ) down to
1 (I only). This halves the amount of data lines (and transceivers components)
required from the radios to the FPGA as well as the synchronous clocked inputs
required at the FPGA while reducing sensitivity by about 25% [86, 83].
Because of the increased storage capacity of the TART2’s newer FPGA and in-
formed by the sensitivity equation we decided to increase the number of antennas
to 24. The number of antennas hereby results from keeping the number of RJ45
connectors on the telescope control module the same (8), but reassigning two
connectors pairwise to one of four new radio hub modules. Two RJ45 connectors
provide a total of eight twisted pairs, two of which are used for for power and
clock. This results in six twisted pairs available for single bit data from six radios
per radio hub module and therefore a total of 24 radios. Samples in time for 24
bit streams hereby can be represented as 3 bytes and cause no storage overhead.
Different numbers of tiles, e.g.: 5 (30 antennas), 6 (36 antennas), 7 (42 antennas)
would cause suboptimal overhead in primitive storage. The next common multiple
of 6 (radios) and 8 (bits per byte) is 48 antennae which would use all I/O lines of
the Papilio Pro and would leave I/O for SPI transfer lines.
In addition to improved sensitivity, TART2 is an instrument that operates off a
single 24 V DC power supply. Since antennas have their own support structure the
telescope was deployed at a location away from closeby man-made interference.
1.5 Personal Contributions
As major improvement over limitations of the first-generation TART described
in Section (1.4) this thesis provides insights into how the first of its kind, low
cost, array radio telescope was designed constructed, deployed and operated. In
addition a working calibration is presented that leads to imaging of radio sources
in the sky. Several people have worked on the TART project over the years.
The code base and schematics of the TART project are managed in two Github
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repositories. An overview of commits to the repository is shown in Figure N.1 and
Figure N.2. Charles Shaw contributions ended about July 2014 and are mainly
hardware related in the TART1. I was the primary person responsible for the
development of TART2 and my commits and contributions are predominantly in
the software regime.
Beginning from an unsuccessful calibration and imaging attempts with the TART1,
I revisited the sensitivity of the telescope and proposed conceptional changes
to the telescope’s hardware that would increase the systems sensitivity without
changing the general operational characteristics of the radio front-ends. While I
was leading the conceptional design of the TART2 telescope, the task of redesign-
ing and building the PCBs, was performed early on by Mr Shaw and later on
by Mr Brown. Prior to and during the development and deployment of TART2,
I performed operational tests, such as monitoring radio means and spectra, to
verify the expected operation compared to the previous TART1. I built a first
version of the new generation FPGA from scratch in which I included and modified
code from two contributers:
(1) Open Source SDRAM controller provided by Mr Mike Field
(2) SPI transfer interface provided by Tim Molteno.
Compared to the original work of Mr Shaw, I established 44-times faster readout
speeds of raw data snapshots which are 4 orders of magnitude larger. This was
sufficient enough for me to begin to extensively develop the software counterpart
of the telescopes operating software. At a later stage, as can be seen in (N.1),
my initial FPGA code was refactored and thoroughly tested by Patric Suggate
(psuggate). Motivated by the software code base I was developing I specified
instructions for operations to be performed in real time on the FPGA. Mr Suggate
implemented the FPGA part of the real time operations, while I implemented
the software counterpart in the telescope framework. Joint efforts and tests led
to the reliable ability to continuously acquire visibilities and perform imaging
in real time. The telescope software framework is a substantial improvement
over a single acquisition script used in the original TART1. I developed TART
telescope API which allowed the reconfiguration of the radio telescope and data
retrieval in a unprecedented way. In collaboration with Tim Miller, I led the
creation of the web front-end and imaging in the browser. Mr Miller (milletf1)
contributed substantially to the web front-end according to my design concept
and specifications. The novel telescope API enabled Tim Molteno (tmolteno) to
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contribute to further advance the TART project, aspects of which not covered in
detail in this thesis.
I led the development of the TART2 tile array configuration. In collaboration with
the Physics workshop staff I designed and optimised a dedicated array structure
and layout that provides structural integrity, while being portable.
1.6 Thesis Outline
The majority of this thesis covers the process from designing and building a radio
telescope to generating a calibrated image of the hemisphere.
A detailed description of the instrumentation of the TART is given Chapter 2. In
Chapter 3 the data acquisition and transfer are explained. Chapter 4 gives a brief
introduction to the underlying concept of conventional synthesis imaging. A major
aspect of this thesis covers the development process of calibration methods for
the TART in Chapter 5. Furthermore in Chapter 6 the novel and unique means for
the monitoring, controlling and data acquisition of the TART are described.
In Chapter 8 simulations for the detection of radio emission induced by ultra-high-
energy cosmic rays with the TART are documented.
This thesis finishes with a conclusion in Chapter 9 summarising the project and




This chapter gives an overview of the telescope in Section (2.1). The individual
printed circuit boards are described in Sections (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4). The
Antenna is covered in Section (2.5) and the process of determining the antenna
design layout is explained in Section (2.6). A bill of material is provided in Section
(2.7). Finally an estimate for the sensitivity of the TART2 is given in Section (2.8).
Previous Development
As follow up to the TART design described in Charles Shaw’s Master thesis
[70], we developed a concept for a radio telescope with drastically improved
performance, while keeping component cost at a similar price level. From now on
we refer to Shaws’s initial design as TART1. The TART design described in this
thesis will be referred to as TART2 or simply TART.
In order to maintain clarity not all revisions of printed circuit boards are shown
here. This chapter will give an overview of the latest operating hardware, rather
than follow the historic evolution. Details of the printed circuit boards are given
in Appendix (I). Most choices for components used in the TART2 design were
inherited from the choices made for the TART1. For a more detailed description
on a electrical component level please refer to [70]. The overall design for the
TART2 was established in conjunction with Tim Molteno, Phill Brown and Charles
Shaw. Charles Shaw also initially designed the electronics. Later revisions were
redesigned and manufactured by Phill Brown. Head technician Peter Stroud was
responsible for the assembly of the tiles.
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2.1 System Overview
Beginning from a most macroscopic structural point of view, the telescope consists
of four identical tiles that are connected to a weather-sealed metal box. A rendered
view, as well as a real-world picture of the array are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2
respectively. Each tile acts as a support structure for six antennas and one radio
hub module. A simplified system diagram can be found in Figure 2.3.
2.1.1 Control Box
The telescope is designed to operate in a remote place. The rural prototype
hence makes use of a large metal box which supports two 180 W solar panels.
Inside the metal box are a maximum power point tracking solar controller, two
12 V 195 Ah batteries, a power-over-ethernet injector, as well as the base station
module. The power system provides enough energy storage and solar generation
for continuous operation all year around without loss of power. Historically the
base station module had eight RJ45 connectors; each antenna/radio channel
having its own power lines, differential clock and signal lines. The new idea was
to utilise the same number of connectors but increase the number of antennas to
24, while reducing the number of costly components. Rather then distributing
the power and the clock signal to each radio individually, a radio hub module
distributes power and the received clock signal. This takes up two out of the
four differential pairs available in a Category 6 (Cat 6) cable. An additional Cat 6
cable to the radio hub module results in a total of six differential pairs for data
transmission. With the base station module hosting eight RJ45 connectors this
leads to four radio hub modules.
2.1.2 Tiles
The electronic design concept influenced the mechanical design of the telescope.
Having four radio hub modules we are able to build individual structures, each
containing one radio hub module, that are able to be transported and tweaked
individually. In order to minimise displacement, once being positioned, the tiles
are anchored to the ground. The length of the Cat6 cables from the radio hub
modules to the base station module (20 m) limits the total extent of the array in
theory up to about 40 m and the length of the cables from the radio hub modules
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Figure 2.1: Render of the antenna array. There are four identical tiles at individual
rotations. The use of identical tiles simplifies manufacturing. The antenna
positions on a tile as well as the tile rotation angles of the tiles are optimised in
Section (2.6).
to the antennas limited the maximum size of a tile. We chose the dimensions
of the tiles to be 1.0 m by 1.0 m by 0.5 m which is convenient for transport and
deployment with a standard trailer (see Figure B.3). Each tile has an ingress
protection (IP) 67 rated plastic tile box containing a radio hub module [79]. A
conduit hose connects each tile box to an otherwise empty central box which
collects all eight Cat 6 cables and bundles them weather sealed to exit in a conduit
hose towards the metal box. Initially the tile box containing the electronics was
placed underneath the tile for less exposure to the elements, however for better
accessibility and hence more convenient prototyping it was feasible to mount the
electronics box on top of the tiles.
2.2 Radio Module
The radio module as depicted in Figure 2.5 is the first type of three printed circuit
boards (PCBs) used in the TART2. From an electronic function point of view the
radio implementation remained unchanged with respect to Shaw’s thesis [70].
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Figure 2.2: Prototype of the TART deployed at the rural test site on Signal Hill,
Dunedin. Telescope tiles with antennas on the right. The base station module
as well as solar power system is placed within the metal box 15 m away from
the tiles which are placed in a compact configuration. The site was chosen as
a test site and offers less potential interference, when compared to the TART1
deployment ontop of the roof of the Otago University Science 3 Building. Prior
to the deployment on Signal Hill data acquisitions ontop of the roof have shown
systematic, periodic spikes from man-made interference.
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Figure 2.3: System diagram of the TART2 concept. The telescope consists of one
base station module and four radio hub modules each of which hosts six radio
modules. This leads to a total of 24 antennas.
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Novel for TART2 is that radio chip now is hosted on it’s own PCB and is therefore
not only mass producible, individually testable, but also replaceable in case of
failure or misbehaviour. The Radio Modules main component is an off-the-shelf
MAX2769B radio chip. All peripheral components are motivated and chosen
according to the typical application circuit and pre-configured device states listed
in the radio chips datasheet [42]. The radio module hosts all external components
required for a static configuration of the radio chip. The radio module provides a
SubMiniature version A (SMA) connector for the connection of an active antenna
and provides ports on the outside of the printed circuit board for supply power,
ground, clock-in and data-out. The radio module also hosts two status light
emitting diodes (LEDs) for the ANTFLAG and the lock detector (LD) pin of the
radio chip. The ANTFLAG LED is on when an active antenna is connected to the
ANTBIAS pin. The LD LED is on when the lock detector for the internal phase-lock
loop (PLL) of the radio chip reports lock.
2.2.1 Maxim MAX2769B Radio Chip
A block diagram of the Maxim MAX2769B radio chip in shown in Figure 2.4.
An active antenna is connected via the SMA connector to the chip internal low-
noise amplifier LNA2. According to the datasheet LNA2 is typically used to
connect active antennas, whereas LNA1 is designed for the operation with passive
antennas. The amplified radio frequency (RF) signal leaves the component and
is fed back into the MIXIN pin. An external oscillator with fREF = 16.368 MHz,
which is by design common to all radio modules, is attached to the external crystal
(XTAL) input pin.
According to the specified preset configuration described in Section (2.2.2) a
frequency is synthesized with a PLL and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and
mixed with the RF signal from the MIXIN pin. The specified preset configuration
also sets the parameters for the subsequent filters and analog to digital converters
(ADCs). While the radio chip supports various modes for sampling of the down
converted quadrature components, the TART currently operates with a stream of
the most significant bit of the in-phase (I) component. A simplified signal path
block diagram can be found in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram of the MAX2769B radio chip [42].
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Figure 2.5: Front and back side of a radio module. The radio module is comprised
of two main components: a shielded MAX2769B radio chip and an SMA connector
to attach a powered antenna with integrated low-noise amplifier (LNA).
Figure 2.6: Signal path for single antenna. Active patch antenna includes a
surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter and a low-noise amplifier (LNA).
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Figure 2.7: Preconfigured device states of the MAX2769B radio chip. The radio
operates in device state 2 [42].
2.2.2 Radio Operating Mode
The MAX2769B has the capability to be configured via serial interface. However
there are also preconfigured device states available. The predefined device state
is chosen by connecting the PGM pin to logic-high and setting SCLK, SDATA and
CS pins to logic-high or logic-low. At this stage we choose to operate the radios in
the preconfigured device state 2. In Figure 2.7 a overview of the preconfigured
device states is given. Provided a reference frequency fREF = 16.368 MHz, the RF
signal will be down converted to an intermediate frequency (IF) centre frequency
fc = 4.092 MHz. A fifth-order Butterworth filter is applied at IF with a pass band
bandwidth B = 2.5 MHz.
Single Bit Samples The analog to digital converter (ADC) of the radio chip in
the chosen preconfigured device state produces 2-bit I samples at complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) logic level; however we choose to only provide
a single bit, the most significant bit, as a binary stream to the outside of the radio
module. Using only single bit samples keeps the cost and complexity low. An
additional bit, whether the Q component or an additional I bit, would result
in a higher number of cables, connectors and transceivers. The number of
Input/Output (I/O) ports on the Spartan6 FPGA (48− 4(SPI) = 44) would then also
constrain the amount of antennas down to 22. The sensitivity gain (see equation
(2.2)) from the acquisition of an additional bit per sample (η1BitC = 0.64→ η2BitC =
0.88) is insignificant (O(38%), [86]) when compared to using the I/O ports for the
acquisition of data from twice the amount of antennas (additional O(100%)).
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2.2.3 Automatic Gain Control
In order to achieve optimal operation, the ADC in the radio chip, by default,
has activated automatic gain control (AGC). This allows the programmable gain
amplifier (PGA) to be managed by a control loop to provide the ADC with an input
power that optimally fills the ADC to achieve a desired magnitude bit density. In
order to achieve a long-lasting calibration, it is not desirable to have an additional,
time-variable gain for each of the radios. The process of establishing an absolute
flux calibration is simplified when gains are fixed or at least reported. AGC
can be monitored or deactivated when replacing the preset-based, fixed radio
configuration with an active configuration. This would involve adding a micro
controller to each of the radio modules as well as communication channels to the
radio hub module and subsection the base station module. For simplicity and cost
of the setup we opt for the preset-based configuration which results in AGC being
activated.
2.2.4 Local Oscillator Generation
Provided a reference clock at the XTAL pin, each radio module synthesizes a local
oscillator at 1571.328 MHz which is mixed with the received RF signal. From lab
tests in Section (5.2.2) we found that power-cycling the radio chip can result in
a phase shift in visibility of 180◦. This is a reproducible effect, we assume this
can be traced back to the internal PLL. On power-up each radio module’s PLL
locks on one of two possible edges of the reference clock signal randomly. This
makes raw data streams and visibilities without calibration unusable, because
an unknown phase shift is apparent for each radio. The calibration described in
Section (5.4) shows that this effect can be compensated for, but it is important to
notice that calibration does not persist if the power is interrupted.
2.3 Radio Hub Module
As shown in the system diagram in Figure 2.3, the TART consists of four radio
hub modules. The purpose of the radio hub module is to provide power and a
common clock signal to each radio and transfer raw data streams back to the
base station module. The received clock signal from the base station is fed into a
jitter cleaner, and the resulting clock signal, as well as power, is distributed to
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Figure 2.8: Top side of the radio hub module. At the top of the image is shielded
jitter cleaner. A DC conversion block can be found in the top right of the image.
The down converted DC power and the cleaned up clock signal is provided to six
radio modules (left and bottom). Generated raw data streams are converted in the
differential transceivers and lead back to the base station module as differential
pairs.
six radio modules. The raw data stream of each radio module is converted to a
differential signal before leading back to the base station. Each radio hub module
is connected to the base station module via two Cat 6 Ethernet cables. With a
total of eight twisted pairs it is possible for the base station module to supply
24 V power and a common clock to the radio hub module, as well as receive six
streams of antenna samples as differential pairs.
2.3.1 Jitter Cleaner
Historically this component has been used in the TART1 design in order to
reduce jitter of the clock signal after being transmitted via the Cat6 cable [73],
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[70]. The jitter of the clock signal before and after the jitter cleaner has been
measured and did show some improvement in jitter. In the TART1 design each
radio module had its own jitter cleaner. As shown in Table (2.2) the jitter cleaner
is an expensive component. In order to keep cost low, while increasing number
of antennas, we decided in the conceptual design phase to equip each radio hub
module of TART2 with a single jitter cleaner and provide the cleaned clock signal
to each of the radio modules. It is important to notice that the jitter cleaner,
although reducing jitter, introduces a random but fixed phase-offset on startup.
The phase between an incoming signal and the outgoing signal can be adjusted
via the INC and DEC pins. This however requires additional control logic which
has not been implemented. One main design objective is the distribution of a
common, in-phase, reference oscillator to generate the local oscillator in each of
the radios. Hence the fixed phase-offset on startup can be seen as a design flaw
that violates the desired constraint. However in Chapter 5 calibration is shown
to compensate for this effect. In lab experiments we observed that in addition
to high operating temperatures, there can occur significant drifts in phase of
the clock signal between individual jitter cleaners on radio hub modules due to
thermal variation. The benefit of the modular printed circuit board development
allowed us to prototype a radio hub module on which the jitter cleaner is replaced
with a low delay clock buffer [82] 1. Although this does not introduce a random
phase, we expect the potentially larger jitter still to have a small impact. Another
alternative solution is the use of a jitter cleaner that is specified as having zero
phase delay; however this solution is not cost-effective.
2.3.2 Differential Transceiver
This reference clock signal is distributed from the base station module via the
radio hub modules to the radio modules. Subsequently all single bit data streams
are acquired on the base station module. In order to avoid pollution of the trans-
mitted signals the TART utilises LTC2851 transceivers for driving the twisted pairs
of Cat6 cables [38] . The reference clock signals, as well as the bit data streams,
are converted and transmitted as pairs of differential signals and recombined
after transmission. The transceivers are rated to a maximum data rate of 20 Mbps,
1In Figure 5.6 the effect of a power cycle on a radio hub module is demonstrated. Although
individual radios show one of two possible phase lock-ons the replacement of the jitter cleaner
with a low delay clock buffer does not cause an additional random phase on power cycle.
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which is above the requirements. Although the conversion and recombination
of the bit data streams is trivial, the sinusoidal reference oscillator cannot be
recombined back to a sinusoidal form. According to the datasheet the radio
module expects a sinusoidal input as reference on the XTAL pin, which is above a
0.5 V level. To match these requirements a low pass filter is applied to the clock
signal after the jitter cleaner to filter out frequencies above 20 MHz. In addition
the level of the clock signal is adjusted to avoid clipping above the radio supply
voltage. Within the development and test of the filter we observed that effects
from higher order frequency terms have no noticeable effect on the operation of
the radio and that down-scaling of the reference clock signal to 2 V peak-to-peak is
sufficient for the radio to operate. Measurements of the results of the attenuator
can be found in Appendix (H).
2.3.3 Power Supply
At each radio hub module the 24 V supply voltage provided by the base station
module is down converted in a cascade of power supplies. Starting with a
switching power supply to provide 5 V, each radio hub module has one 3.3 V
linear regulator and two 2.8 V linear regulators. The 3.3 V rail is needed for the
transceivers as well as the jitter cleaner. Each 2.8 V linear regulator provides
power for three radio modules. As the voltage drops over distance from the power
supply inconsistencies with the supply voltage can cause unwanted operation of
the radio modules. A updated revision of the radio hub module has individual 2.75 V
power supplies for each radio to guarantee operation and potentially improve
noise isolation.
2.4 Base Station Module
The base station module is a central part of the telescope. The front side and
backside of the assembled base station board shown are shown in Figure 2.9.
With its eight RJ45 connectors it provides power to all components, generates
the central reference clock for the FPGA and all distributed radios. In return
the base station module receives 24 two level or 1-bit resolution data streams
from the radios each at 16.368 MHz that are routed to the FPGA for synchronous
acquisition. In addition to the FPGA, which is described in Section (2.4.3), the
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(a) Top side of the base station module.
(b) Bottom side of the base station module.
Figure 2.9: Top and bottom side of base station module. The top side holds a total
of eight RJ45 connectors to provide clock and power as well as receive antenna
data. The bottom side (below) accommodates a Papilio Pro field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) development board (left, red) for synchronous data acquisition
and a Raspberry Pi (right, green) for basic data processing and storage.
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base station board also hosts and provides a connection to a miniature computer
which is described Section (2.4.4).
2.4.1 Clock Generation
Inherited from its predecessor an essential part of the base station module
is a temperature compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) with a frequency of
16.368 MHz [70, 84]. It is the basis of common clocking for the radio hub modules
and subsequently the radio modules. It also acts as the external clock for the
FPGA on the Papilio Pro.
2.4.2 Power Supply
Only single 24 V is required to provide power to the whole telescope system. The
base station module provides two 5 V switching power supplies, one dedicated to
the Raspberry Pi, the other one for the rest of the components on the base station
module. A 3.3 V rail is provided by an additional linear regulator down from 5 V.
2.4.3 Papilio Pro
Instead of using the Spartan 3E development board of its predecessor, the TART2
base station module is designed around a Papilio Pro [26]. The Papilio Pro is an
Open Source FPGA development board. It offers a Xilinx Spartan 6 LX9 XC6SLX9
TQG144-2C FPGA with an interface for a 64 Mbit Micron MT48LC4M16 SDRAM
[90]. The usage of the much larger external SDRAM over the internal block
RAM of the FPGA allows the recording of data from more antennas, while also
increasing the maximum duration of an acquisition. Both factors contribute to
an increase in sensitivity and can be further improved by replacing the 64 Mbit
Micron MT48LC4M16 SDRAM with a 512 Mbit Micron MT48LC32M16 SDRAM
chip [43, 20]. With the change of hardware and used components a rewrite of
the FPGA firmware was required. The initial firmware design with capabilities of
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) communication and raw data acquisition, first
in block RAM, afterwards in SDRAM were established by me with help of Tim
Molteno and Mike Field. Mike Field helped me in the process of debugging and
code optimisation. He also contributed an Open Source version of his interface
for the SDRAM on the Papilio Pro.
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Further refactoring and development, including onboard visibility accumulation,
was carried out by Patrick Suggate. With the implementation of onboard visibility
calculation with upto 224 samples per channel the design utilises most resources
of the FPGA. A floor plan of the FPGA current layout is presented in Figure E.1
and shows the occupation of resources and routing to the individual components.
2.4.4 Raspberry Pi
A Raspberry Pi (RPi) is a low cost, credit-card sized computer [60]. The RPi is
running Raspbian ’jessie’ operating system, which is a specialised Linux distribu-
tion similar to desktop operating system Debian. The RPi enables the installation
and execution of programs written in high-level programming languages, e.g.
Python. Tim Molteno and I maintained and developed an extensive code base and
separated the code base into several Python packages that can be individually
installed on the RPi or on a desktop computer. This is described with further
detail in Section 6.2. In the instrumentation context only two aspects are relevant.
Firstly the RPi provides a SPI, via which the communication with the FPGA on the
Papillio Pro is established. The SPI communication allows the configuration and
control of the FPGA from the RPi as well as the transfer of the acquired data back
to the RPi for further processing and storage. Secondly the RPi has computing
capabilities, a limited amount storage and a 100 Mbit/s network connection. The
latter allows remote control and data transfer to remote mass storage.
2.5 Antenna
Typically radio telescopes use reflectors for the collection of radiation and a feed
in the focal point of the dish. Unlike traditional telescopes the TART2 does not
have a collecting dish but consists only of feeds which are active ceramic patch
antennas.
2.5.1 GPS Patch Antenna
The choice of active ceramic patch antennas is governed by availability and cost.
The chosen type of antenna has the advantage of being able to be purchased
globally, in large quantities, and off the shelf [2]. Each antenna consists of a
25x25x4 mm ceramic patch and comes with an integrated surface acoustic wave
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Table 2.1: GPS patch antenna and low noise amplifier (LNA) as specified by the
manufacturer [2].
Antenna
Center Frequency(CF) [MHz] 1575.42 ± 3
Bandwidth [MHz] 5
Polarisation right-hand circulary polarised
Gain [dBic] (Zenith) 2
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) <1.5
Impedance [Ohm] 50
Low Noise Amplifier
Gain [dB] 28 ± 2
Noise Figure [dB] <1.5
Ex-band Attenuation
12 dB @ CF+50MHz
16 dB @ CF-50MHz
DC Supply Voltage [V] 3-5
Current Consumption [mA] 8-18
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) <1.5
(SAW) filter and low-noise amplifier (LNA). The downside of this choice of antenna
is the variability between supposedly identical products and very limited amount
of information provided in the datasheet. A summary of the specifications of
the datasheet can be found in Table (2.1). The manufacturer also provides
characteristic gain profiles depicted in Figure 2.11. While the provided gain
profiles agree with typical gain profiles for patch antennas, they show anisotropic
direction dependent variations of the gain which introduce inaccuracies when
direction independent parameterised as a function of distance from the zenith
(z-axis). There is no information provided regarding the orientation of the antenna
with respect to the gain pattern axis or to what extent the asymmetry is consistent
for all antennas. It is a systematic uncertainty to what extent the individual
antennas accord with the specification in the datasheet. Measurement of the
directional gain profile and LNA characterisation for the individual antennas
requires specialised equipment and is part of future development in Chapter 9.
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Figure 2.10: Front side (left) and back side (right) of an opened patch antenna.
The front side of the printed circuit board acts as ground plane and holds a
25x25x4 mm ceramic patch. The top part of the ceramic patch is mainly covered
by a thin layer of metallic substrate. There are signs of parts of the metal being
scraped out. It seems like every antenna undergoes a factory tuning. The back
side of the antenna PCB places components, which look like several SAW filter
stages and a low-noise amplifier.
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Figure 2.11: Antenna gain patterns as reported in the spreadsheet of the manu-
facturer in the xy-plane (left), xz-plane (centre), and yz-plane (right) [2]. The gain
profile is dominanted by a main lobe which it is slightly off-axis with respect to
zenith. It is safe to expect significant variation in these gain profiles due to large
manufacturing tolerances.
Figure 2.12: Antenna housing schematic extracted from the spreadsheet provided
by the manufacturer [2].
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2.5.2 Empirical Antenna Characterisation
One of the benefits of raw data stream acquisition is the flexibility of applications.
This section shall briefly describe an early attempt of a direction dependent
antenna gain characterisation from TART1 data. The attempt was carried out
for a set of five antennas with the TART1 hardware [70]. On the basis of the
known individual pseudo-random noise sequence of the GPS satellites a cross
correlation with the acquired time series of the sampled signal yields a measure
for the received strengths. The positions of the satellites relative to the telescope
are also known. It is therefore possible to construct a gain profile in horizontal
coordinates in the reference frame of the antenna. In Figure 2.13 the received
signal strengths for several antennas are shown. There are two significant holes
in the coverage due to fact that the orbits of the GPS satellites do not cover
the North (hole below the horizon) or South Pole (hole above horizon). Despite
incomplete coverage, several conclusions can be drawn from the profiles. The
cross-correlation changes slowly along a satellite track and neighbouring tracks
show similar behaviour. The cross-correlation drops to an arbitrary level of 4.55,
but stays consistently low below the horizon.
The empirical cross-correlation strengths also shows small spots of large
correlation strength followed by areas of low correlation strength. This could
potentially hint to imperfections or sidelobes in the gain profile of the individual
antenna which are not reported in the gain profile provided by the data sheet,
Figure 2.11.
2.6 Array Layout
The process of determining the design positions of the antennas is covered in this
section. The process described was also presented as a paper at the New Zealand
Electronics Conference in 2014 [68].
2.6.1 Physical Constraints
For simplicity in the manufacturing process each tile is identical and holds six
antennas. The minimum distance of an antenna from the tile edge is 8 cm. Each
antenna mounts on a aluminum disc with diameter of 15 cm. Hence the minimum
distance between two antenna is chosen to be 16 cm. The centre of each tile is
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Figure 2.13: Mollweide projection of the measure for received signal strength
of the GPS satellites against satellite position. Each GPS satellite causes a
repeating track in the reference frame of the antenna. The bottom half refers to
positions beneath the horizon, where the measure for received signal strength
is consistently low. There are two significant holes in the coverage due to fact
that the orbits of the GPS satellites do not cover the North Pole (hole below the
horizon) or the South Pole (hole above horizon). There are obvious differences
between the individual antennas.
located on the corner of a 45◦ tilted square (diamond). We constrain the allowed
rotation of each tile to be in steps of 30◦. Hereby the rotation axis is the centre
of the tile. The distance from any tile centre to the geometric array centre is
constrained to be larger than tile size. This guarantees no collision of different
oriented tiles. The main task is to find the configuration of the six antennas as
well as the orientation of the tiles with respect to each other. An example for a
tile configuration is given in Figure 2.14.
2.6.2 Optimisation
Given the physical constraints for the position of antennas, we optimise for best
interferometric measurement. The synthesis process is based on the correlation
of data of pairs of antennas and further described in Chapter 4. Placing tiles in the
same orientation causes redundancy in baselines and reduced uv coverage. A first
goal is the reduction of redundancy in baselines such that the uv plane is covered
uniformly. Telescopes, such as the MWA, with a large number of antennas N have
a greater uv coverage and optimise for a particular distribution of baselines which
is constant in a centre area and tapers off with a r−2 dependence, where r is the
length of the baseline [4]. However the TART has only 24 antennas, hence 276
baselines, and it is therefore not feasible to match any baseline distribution other
then trying to cover as much uv space as possible without greater holes.
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Figure 2.14: Top view of the tile configuration of the TART. Each colored dot
represents an antenna. Each tile (gray) is identical. The counterclockwise
orientations of the tiles, starting at the tile north are 90◦ (blue), 150◦ (green),
60◦ (red) and 300◦ (purple).
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Figure 2.15: Histogram of the score for 10, 000 randomly generated array configu-
rations in blue (solid). The red (dashed) line indicates the score 15.7 dB for the
best solution after the optimisation process.
Initial Solution
Before the actual optimisation process we start by creating a random initial solu-
tion for antennas on a tile as well as tile orientations. Therefore each antenna po-
sition (xi, yi) is generated randomly from the uniform distribution U(0.08, 0.92)[ m]
in x and y while guaranteeing the minimum distance between two antennas. We
produce the four tile orientations by choosing four out of twelve allowed orien-
tations [0◦, 30◦, 60◦, ..., 330◦]. As tiles with the same orientation cause redundant,
parallel baselines of the same length, we introduce a constraint that each tile has
to have a different orientation.
Score
The generated array configuration gets rated by introducing a score (Equation
(2.1)). Given the antenna positions we calculated the baselines for a phase centre
at the zenith (straight up) and gridded them in the uv plane. There are several
procedures for the gridding step to suppress the aliased power in the image [80].
For simplicity, at this point, we do not include treatment of artifacts introduced
by gridding in the optimisation process. Synthesising the dirty beam we choose
a region of 3◦ around the beam centre. We find the maximum side lobe outside
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that centre region within a window of 60◦ from the centre. The threshold is
chosen to be 60◦ for two reasons. Firstly because the imaging method used
is not to designed to work for large distances from the phase centre (zenith)
and imaging results must not be trusted. Secondly above 60◦ the impact of
the superimposing direction-dependent antenna gain (fig. 2.11) will in addition
taper-off the instrument response. A score
S = 10 log10(max(Pφ<3◦)/max(P60◦>φ>3◦)) dB (2.1)
is defined as the ratio of the maximum power in the centre region and the maxi-
mum of the power in the highest side lobe. This measure rewards concentrating
the power in the beam centre while reducing the power in side lobes. Figure 2.15
shows the distribution of scores for array configuration when randomly generating
tiles and tile orientation. Most random generated solutions have a score around
8 dB. As an example for a solution with a score in the order of 8 dB the dirty
beam is shown in Figure 2.16. The maximum score in this set of 10,000 arrays
configurations is 13.2 dB. This solution can be further improved as will be covered
in the next section. The red (dashed) vertical line is the score of the final solution.
Random Walk
We start with the solution with the highest score from Section (2.6.2). We propose
a modified solution by choosing one antenna at random and varying its position
randomly by doing a step (sx, sy) in range of U [−0.2...0.2][ m]. The tile candidate
is checked if it still fulfills the physical constraints and otherwise discarded. If
the proposed tile candidate is valid the score of the configuration is calculated.
Given the score is higher than the previous highest score, the proposed solution
becomes the start solution for the next iteration of the random walk. Given the
tile candidate is valid, but the score is not higher than the currently best score,
we also allow multiple antennas to be changed by allowing several random walks
of different antennas. As the optimisation process is an iterative process, we limit
the number of steps away from the starting solution to be 20. With a probability of
0.1 a flag is set to allow rotating tiles. If this flag is set, in addition to the random
walk of the antennas on the tile, the orientations of the tiles are chosen again.
This is done in the same manner as described in Section (2.6.2).
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Figure 2.16: Dirty beam power in dB for a solution before optimisation process.
A score of 8.6 dB indicates powerful side lobes typically caused by holes in the
uv plane. The score can qualitatively be obtained by subtracting the value of the
highest sidelobe (upper left and lower right in orange ∼ 43 dB) from the centre
maximum (∼ 53 dB in dark red). Powerful sidelobes are visible both close to the
main beam (maximum around 43 dB in yellow) and up to 50◦ away (maximum
around 45 dB in yellow).
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2.6.3 Results
Starting from different initial random generated solutions the score no longer
improves significantly above 15 dB. In Figure 2.14 the final configuration of the
tiles is shown. The resulting dirty beam is shown in Figure 2.17. The solution
has score of 15.7 dB, which is an improvement of 2.5 dB over the best solution
randomly generated. For comparison a solution before optimisation is shown in
Figure 2.16.
The final design configuration has an angular resolution, full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the dirty beam, of 3.2◦ and any side lobe within 60◦ is
> −15.7 dB smaller than the main lobe.
2.6.4 Conclusion
Given physical constraints random array configurations are generated and rated
with a score. The score is based on the currently established imaging technique
for interferometric arrays. With the presented optimisation method the solution
with the highest score will improve even further. The presented solution is used
for the TART tiles as shown in Figure 2.19. It is obvious that loosening the
geometrical constraint of each tile to be identical or allowing the tiles to have
further orientations can improve the solution. In future work the presented
method can be adapted to perform an optimisation to meet a different objective.
An example for a different objective could be the reduction of mutual-coupling
effects. This would require the implementation of models for the antennas as well
as a model for the mutual-coupling.
2.7 Bill of Materials
To give an idea of the cost involved for building up a TART an overview of most
costs is provided in table (2.2). Total cost of the rural setup, excluding labour, is
estimated to be less than 4000 NZD in 2018.
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Figure 2.17: Dirty beam power in dB after the optimisation process. Compared
to a initial solution (Figure 2.16) there are fewer side lobes and the power in the
side lobes is further suppressed.
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Figure 2.18: Cross section through the amplitude of the dirty beam of the final
solution at θy = 0 (blue, solid) and θx = 0 (red, dashed). A power spectrum of the
dirty beam is shown in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.19: The first TART tile. The TART consists of four identical tiles. Each
tile is differently oriented. A metal steal frame holds a one square meter sheet of
plywood. Each antenna mounts on a 30 cm piece of pipe with an aluminum disk.
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Table 2.2: Bill of materials for the rural telescope on Signal Hill, Dunedin, New
Zealand.
Item Quantity Cost in NZD (2018)
Base Station Module
Transceiver 24 240
Papilio Pro 1 100
Raspberry Pi 3 1 50
SD Card 8G 1 10
5V switching power supplies 2 16
PCB 1 5
Oscillator TCX0 1 3
Shield 1 3
RJ45 Connectors 8 16
Radio Hub Modules
Radio module 24 732
Transceiver 28 280
Jitter cleaner 4 60
Power supplies (switching&linear) 16 48
Misc. resistors and capacitors – <20
RJ45 Connectors 8 16
PCB 4 20




Fixing hardware 24 240
PVC pipe 300mm, ring, cap, reflector 24 200
Steel frame 1000x1000x500 mm 4 50
Plywood 1000x1000x19 mm 4 40
Conduit hose small 4 10
Conduit hose large 1 20
Plastic boxes 5 200
bolts and screws – 50
Power
Solar panels 2 400
Batteries 2 600
MPPT controller 1 50
Network
Remote link 1 25040
2.8 Sensitivity
In this section the sensitivity of the TART2 is estimated. Although the sensitivity is
expected to be a lot worse when compared to the sensitivity of telescopes which
are utilising large directional dishes to increase collecting area and reduce system
temperature it is of interest to have a measure for sensitivity. The sensitivity for a
synthesis antenna radio telescope is typically estimated by the root mean square
(rms) noise level in a synthesis image [54]. For a single polarisation the rms noise







where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tsys is the system temperature, Aeff is the
effective area of the array, N is the number of antennas, ηC is the correlator
efficiency compared with a perfect analog correlator, ηA ≤ 1 is the aperture
efficiency, B = 2.5 MHz is the bandwidth, and τ is the integration time. In the
most basic approximation the system temperature
Tsys = Tsrc + Trec (2.3)
is the sum of the sky noise temperature or source temperature Tsrc and the receiver
temperature Trec. Depending on the antenna pattern, the atmosphere, and the
amount of ground temperature observed, a typical GPS antenna has a source (sky)
noise temperature Tsrc between 75 K and 100 K [19]. The receiver temperature can
be calculated from the cascaded noise figure NF = 2.7 dB provided by the data





where NF is the noise figure. The cascaded noise factor for the receiver therefore
is F = 1.86. To rewrite the the noise factor as a temperature, the definition of the
noise factor




can be rearranged to
Trec = (F − 1) · T0 (2.6)
where T0 = 290 K is a standard reference temperature and Trec is the receiver
temperature. Hence Trec = 250 K and the system temperature can therefore be
estimated to be
Tsys = 100 K + 250 K = 350 K. (2.7)
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For a 1-bit or two level quantisation of samples the correlator efficiency is ηC =
0.64 [86, 83]. We assume the aperture efficiency ηA to be close to 1 as the TART






1.5848 · (0.1903 m)2
4π
= 0.0046 m2 (2.8)
where λ is the wavelength, and g is the gain of the antenna, which is according to
the data sheet 2 dBic. By evaluating the sensitivity equation given in (2.2), we can
estimate the sensitivity of the TART to be
σS = 8790 Jy. (2.9)
Although the sensitivity of the TART2 compared to other radio telescopes is orders
of magnitudes worse, the sensitivity is drastically increased compared to its
predecessor. While it is expected that systematic effects such as the direction
dependent gain of antennas and antenna cross talk is decreasing the sensitivity, it
is anticipated to be able to observe GPS satellites2, as well as the active sun which
have flux densities in the order of million janskys [6]. As a summary a comparison
between TART1 and TART2 is given in table (1.1).
2One Jy is equal to 260 dBWm2 Hz . The received flux density of a GPS satellites on earth is typically
about −198 dBWm2 Hz , this corresponds to about 1.6 million janskys, which is much brighter than any
cosmic source, which are typically in the order of a few Jy or mJy.
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Chapter 3
Data Acquisition and Transfer
This chapter covers in further detail the operation of the TART2 and the process
of data acquisition—first by the FPGA, and subsequently with the RPi.
Compared to the TART1 several aspects of the hardware changed that also af-
fected the programming for the hardware. More antennas and a newer generation
of FPGA with larger temporary storage capacity are used, and the development
platform, and communication protocol are different, making it necessary to
rewrite the FPGA firmware from the ground up. For faster data transfer the
previously used universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) protocol
for communication is replaced by the potentially 2 orders of magnitude faster
SPI. With help and contributions from Mike Field first functionality for raw data
acquisition, further described in Section (3.2.1), was established. Subsequently a
thorough refactoring and design optimisation was carried out by Patrick Suggate.
Patrick also implemented the second telescope modality for continuous acquisition
and streaming of visibilities further described in Section (3.2.2).
3.1 Global Delay Compensation
To briefly recapitulate Chapter 2, each radio provides a continuous stream of
single bit samples: the magnitude bit of the in-phase (I) component from the
radio chips in-phase and phase-quadrature (IQ) samples. The bit streams are
passed onto differential pairs of a Cat6 cable to be acquired at the base station
module. Depending on the lengths of the Cat6 cables which connect the radio hub
modules to the base station module the data edges of the individual streams are
delayed and skewed with respect to each other. Typical delays for Cat6 cables do
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not pose a problem, as they apply to all Cat6 cables. The delay can be estimated
according to [39] to be
tradiohub→basestationdelay = 5.8 ns/m · 20 m = 116 ns. (3.1)
Different lengths of each of the pairs within the Cat6 cable cause the data edges
to be skewed. According to [39], the allowed skew is








= 61.1 ns (3.3)
of the reference clock is 6 times longer than the worst expected skew because of
differences in twisted pair lengths. This is sufficiently low and therefore allows
synchronous acquisition of all received data streams without individual skew
compensation.
In order acquire the data streams away from their potentially skewed data
transitions a delay needs to be introduced. By oversampling each stream with a
12 times higher frequency
foversample = fREF · 12 = 196.416 MHz (3.4)
compared to the reference frequency fREF = 16.368 MHz it is possible to introduce
an artificial delay in the FPGA. The delay can be chosen out of [0..11] fast clock
cycles which is commonly applied to all incoming data streams. Each fast clock
cycle corresponds to a delay of 5.1 ns. With the help of Patrick Suggate a module
was implemented to measure the delay of each data stream with respect to the
reference clock in number of fast clock cycles. The delay values for each stream
are stored in a register which can be read out via SPI. On the basis of the delay
values a single, common compensation delay can be set in order to acquire all data
streams furthest away from the data transitions. This operation is automatically
done in the diagnostic mode, which is further described in Section (6.3.6).
3.2 Acquisition Modes
The sampled 1-bit data stream from each of the 24 radios arrives at the FPGA.
The FPGA implements two different modes of acquisition, which are described in
the following two sections.
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3.2.1 Raw Data Acquisition
The concept of the raw data acquisition mode is the most basic and is unchanged
from the TART1: synchronously acquire and store a snapshot of as much data
as possible from all antennas, then transfer to the RPi for offline processing and
storage. In the raw data acquisition mode the FPGA waits for a start flag that
can be set via SPI from the RPi. Once the start flag is set, the FPGA starts filling
a 24-bit wide input buffer with one bit for each antenna. The FPGA also keeps
the external SDRAM operational at 98.208 MHz and starts filling the SDRAM from
the input buffer. Once the SDRAM is filled the acquisition process stops and the
FPGA sets a data ready flag. For the readout the RPi issues consecutive reads
from the acquisition stream register AQ_STREAM. 1 Every time after the content
of the acquisition stream register is transferred to the RPi, it receives the next
set of data from the SDRAM until all data from the SDRAM is transferred.
3.2.2 Visibility Acquisition
In visibility acquisition mode the TART operates in a more common mode with
respect to traditional radio telescopes, where cross-correlations are performed
by the FPGA to compute the visibility in real-time [83]. Typically the signal from
each antenna or radio is channelised into different bands and cross-correlated
with the signal of each other radio [18, 62]2. The cross-correlation product is
a measure for the strength of the noise coherence and is often referred to as
visibility. The visibility V is a complex quantity and is further detailed in Chapter
4. The cross-correlation between two signals Ei(t) and Ej(t) (for example, the







E∗i (t)Ej(t+ τ)dt. (3.5)
For two sampled sequences Ei[t] and Ej[t] at delay τ = 0 the real part of the







1A table of all registers can be found in Appendix (J.1).
2Because of the narrow bandwidth of the TART the channelisation is left out, which simplifies
the FPGA implementation but potentially causes degradation in phase resolution.
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where Ns is the number of samples, and Ei[t] and Ej[t] are two level quantised (1
and −1) data streams from two antennas/radios i and j. Similar to the real part,







is determined by cross-correlation. Before correlation a Hilbert transform is ap-
plied to the signal of the j-th antenna to recover the quadrature component. This
operation is commonly performed in signal processing and is often implemented
as an approximation via a finite impulse response (FIR) filter [69] 3. For two bit



















· 2− 1 (3.9)
where Di[t] and Dj[t] are the bit representations of the two-level quantised voltage
responses Ei[t] and Ej[t] 4, Ns is the number of samples, ⊕ is the logical “XOR”
operator, and ¬ is the logical “NOT” operator. For better understanding of the
operation truth Table (3.1) shows the output of the operation on the basis of
possible input values. The scaling and offset-correction are performed on the RPi
which reduces the cross-correlation in the FPGA to 2 accumulations of logical
operations for Ns samples per pair of antennas. With N = 24 antennas and hence
N(N − 1)/2 = 276 pairs of antennas the used FPGA reaches its performance limit
with over 9 billion multiply-accumulate operations (GMACs) for Ns = 224. This
corresponds to a maximum acquisition time of 1.025 s. In addition to the cross-
correlation, for each antenna/radio, the number of bits being 1 is accumulated
and stored as M1i for each block of Ns samples. Once transferred to the RPi the





The accumulations for the calculation of visibilities and means are computed in
real-time and can be streamed to the RPi via SPI. The computation is based on
3A simplified approximation of the Hilbert transform can be found in Appendix (F).
4In order to preserve correct normalisation Ei[t] and Ej [t] are treated to have level values of −1
and 1, whereas their bit representations 0 and 1 are indicated by Di[t] and Dj [t].
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Table 3.1: Truth table for the cross-correlator operation. Di and Dj are the bit
representations of the two-level quantised voltage responses Ei and Ej. The
operation yields 1 if Ei[t] and Ej[t] are the same and 0 if they are different, and
likewise for Di[t] and Dj[t]. The table shows how the product of Ei and Ej in
Equation (3.6) can be represented by a series of logical operations.
Ei Ej Di Dj Di ⊕Dj ¬(Di ⊕Dj) (Ei · Ej + 1)/2
1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 -1 1 0 1 0 0
-1 1 0 1 1 0 0
-1 -1 0 0 0 1 1
a configurable number of samples Ns that ranges between 216 and 224 5. This
corresponds to an integration time which ranges from 4 up to 1025 ms. The lower
limit is set by the data rate exceeding the SPI transfer speed.
3.2.3 Duty Cycle Comparison
It takes 100 s for the read-out of 1025 ms worth of raw data. This yields an uptime
of about 1%. In visibility acquisition mode the telescope provides continuous
uptime at the cost of immediate reduction of the data rate because of integration.
A longer integration time incorporates a loss in sensitivity for events which
potentially occur on short time scales.
3.2.4 Compatibility Test
At this stage it is not possible to acquire raw data and visibilities simultaneously.
Hence it is not possible to directly verify that the received data is correlated
correctly 6. However some indirect verification can be done. In order to test
compatibility between the two modes the telescope’s acquisition mode is switched
in 15 min intervals between raw data acquisition and visibility acquisition. From
the raw data acquisition the visibilities Vraw are calculated offline on a desktop
machine and compared to the visibilities Vfpga directly acquired through the
5The exponent of Ns is part of the VX_SYSTEM register. Further registers are in Appendix (J.1).
6The FPGA is tested using internally generated patterns, but is not tested with external,
deterministic data sources.
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visibility acquisition mode. For a selection of pairs of antennas which have mainly
an East–West distance the traces of the visibilities Vraw and Vfpga are shown in
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Obvious in both figures are the 15 min gaps in
which the telescope operates in the different operating mode. There are less data
points for Vraw as the data transfer of the raw data limits the data acquisition
interval here to 15 s.
A combination of both traces is depicted in Figure 3.3 and shows how the
visibilities are consistent with each other. There are no obvious gaps or jumps
in the traces. A magnification of the traces is also shown in Figure 3.4. Here
two effects become apparent. Firstly, because of the lower duty-cycle in the
raw data acquisition mode there are less data points which are further apart.
Secondly, in visibility acquisition mode the visibilities seem wider spread. This
is a misperception of the higher data rate. With continuous observation smaller
variations in the visibilities become detectable. The agreement of the visibilities
derived from both acquisition modes gives confidence in the expected operation
of FPGA when operating in either mode.
3.3 Reliability
The rural TART2 prototype on Signal Hill, Dunedin was deployed in November
2014. Since then, the telescope has been operating continuously throughout
updates and upgrades in software, firmware and hardware with negligible out-
age. Several antennas had to be replaced, because of destroyed LNAs. Water
accumulated on the alloy ground planes and got into the supposedly waterproof
housings. A loss of power because of low batteries occurred once, because of
an enduring period of minimal sun exposure in winter. Since then improvements
in the positioning and orientation of the solar panels have caused no further
interrupts.
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Figure 3.1: Visibility amplitude and phase vs time for a selection of baselines.
Baselines are selected to be mostly East–West oriented. The graphed visibilities
are calculated offline from prior acquired raw data. For each channel 220 raw data
samples were acquired. This corresponds to an integration time of about 0.06 s.
Because of data transfer limitations the interval between raw data snapshots
of this selected size is approximately 15 s. The regularly occurring gaps in the
visibilities are because of an alternation of the telescope’s acquisition mode with
direct visibility acquisition in intervals of 15 min , which is shown in Figure 3.2. A
combination of both plots is shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: Visibility amplitude and phase vs time for a selection of baselines. The
baselines are selected to be mostly East–West oriented. The graphed visibilities
are produced by the FPGA, in this case, on the basis of 222 samples for each
channel. This corresponds to an integration time of about 0.25 s. The visibilities
are acquired continuously, where time windows of consecutive visibilities are
not overlapping. There are regularly occurring gaps in the visibilities because
of an alternation of the telescope’s acquisition mode with raw data acquisition
in intervals of 15 min (see Figure 3.1). A combination of both plots is shown in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Compilation of the visibilities calculated offline from raw data (Fig-
ure 3.1) and online calculated visibilities (Figure 3.2). Plotted are the magnitude
and phase of the visibility vs time. While the individual visibilities change over
time, there are no observable steps at times where the telescope’s acquisition
mode changes. This does not prove equivalence between the two modes; however,
it shows compatibility between the visibilities. The visibilities can be acquired con-
tinuously and visibilities from raw data can only be acquired at a much lower duty
cycle (less than 1% uptime). A zoom into a 1 h timeframe is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Compilation of the acquired visibilities and visibilities calculated
offline from raw data. The individual visibilities from different acquisition modes
are shown as a function of time for a selection of baselines. While visibilities
can be acquired directly and continuously, visibilities from raw data have to be
calculated offline. The transfer of raw data limits the duty cycle of the data
acquisition; hence there are less points in the regions from 12:15–12:30 and
12:45–13:00. There are no steps in the visibilities at the transition between modes.





One of the objectives of the TART project is the development of new imaging
algorithms. In order to work towards this goal the research instrument needs
to be well understood. One major milestone is therefore set by the reproduction
of existing imaging techniques, determining the causes of inconsistencies and
learning about limitations of the instrument and the imaging technique.
This chapter first gives a brief introduction into conventional synthesis imaging
with the TART in Section (4.1). In Section (4.2) the underlying concept of the
CLEAN algorithm is explained and an example image for the TART is given.
4.1 Synthesis Imaging with TART
The history, the basics, and the development of radio interferometry and synthesis
imaging are covered very well in [83]. A more recent derivation of the radio
interferometer measurement equation (RIME) is given by Smirnov in [75, 76, 77,
78]. Derived from first principles Smirnov’s approach provides an integrated
framework to incorporate higher-order calibration effects from ground up to
improve imaging results. Without going into too much detail a brief summary of
the concept is given here. Conventional radio interferometric imaging is based
on the inverse Fourier transform of the measured visibility function V (u, v) to
recover the sky brightness I(l,m). Hereby u and v are the East–West and the
North–South components of the baseline between two antennas and l and m are
the East–West and the North–South components of the source direction in the sky.
This approach is based on the van Cittert–Zernike equation, which relates the
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complex visibility,




exp(i2π(lu+mv + (n− 1)w))dldm, (4.1)
to the sky brightness I(l,m) and the primary beam response of an interferometer
A(l,m) [83]. Typically for computational simplicity a small-field assumption,
n ≈ 1, (4.2)
is made [83]. Ignoring the primary beam response this reduces Equation (4.1) to
a two-dimensional Fourier transform:
V (u, v) =
∫
I(l,m) exp(i2π(lu+mv))dldm. (4.3)
In practice the visibility is measured by correlating the sampled voltage re-
sponse to an electric field from pairs of antennas. The distance and orientation
of antenna pairs with respect to the observation phase centre are defined as
baselines and are measured in wavelengths in the uv-plane.
As an example the coverage of the uv-plane on the basis of the design antenna
positions determined in Section (2.6) is shown in Figure 4.1. For N antennas
there are N(N − 1)/2 possible pairs for correlation. For V (u, v) measured for a




V (ui, vi) exp(i2π(lui +mvi)), (4.4)
where ID(l,m) is called the dirty image. The dirty image
ID(l,m) = I(l,m) ∗B(l,m) (4.5)
is a convolution of the true sky brightness I(l,m) with the dirty beam B(l,m).
The dirty beam, also known as the point spread function, is the response of
the telescope to a point source at the phase centre [66]. Therefore the dirty
beam is calculated by setting V (ui, vi) = 1 and Fourier transforming the sparsely
covered uv-plane. The dirty beam for the TART2 design is shown in Figure 4.2.
To perform the Fourier transform, V is typically weighted and gridded on a
regular rectangular grid [83, 67]. Several different weighting schemes, such as
“natural”, “uniform”, as well as “robust weighting”, which combines natural and
uniform through a single parameter, are commonly used, with the scheme chosen
depending on the type of source that is imaged [5]. The transform is then carried
out using FFTs. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the resulting dirty
beam is commonly used as a standard measure for the resolution of the telescope
[83].
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Figure 4.1: Scatter plot of the uv-plane for the design antenna positions of the
TART. Each dot represents the distance between a pair of antennas with respect
to a source at the zenith (straight up). The distance is measured in wavelengths
of λ = 19.03 cm. A circular area around the origin is covered reasonably well.
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Figure 4.2: Dirty beam of the TART. The dirty beam is the Fourier transform of
the sparsely covered uv-plane, shown in Figure 4.1 for visibilities V (ui, vi) = 1.
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Figure 4.3: All-sky cleaned image of the TART without absolute flux calibration.
The image was produced with DIFMAP, which is a standard synthesis imaging
package [72]. Because of the wide field of view (108 mas ≈ 27◦), the small field
assumption in Equation (4.2) does not hold and the image therefore shows large
distortion.
4.2 CLEAN Algorithm
In order to refine and improve imaging results over the dirty image defined in
Equation (4.4) the CLEAN algorithm and various derivations have been developed.
The CLEAN algorithm is an iterative deconvolution algorithm for imaging with
interferometers. For an only sparsely covered uv-plane, the dirty image (Equation
(4.4)) can be dominated by sidelobes and other artifacts of the instrument response
(dirty beam). The CLEAN algorithm subtracts fractions of the instrument response
from parts of the dirty image to produce a model of point sources. CLEAN was
first introduced by Högbom in 1974 [30]. Since then Clark and others have
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introduced derivatives to improve performance and convergence [7, 13, 11]. This
thesis focuses on calibration in Chapter 5; however a brief outline of the concept
of CLEAN is given here. A block diagram illustrating the CLEAN algorithm can
be found in E Coggins and Zhou [21, Figure 3]. Starting with the dirty image,
CLEAN-based imaging algorithms work iteratively in a similar way. A residual
image is initialised with the dirty image and an empty component list is created.
Until a stopping criteria is reached, the position of the brightest source in the
residual image is found and a fraction of the dirty beam at the position of the
source is subtracted from the residual image. The fraction and position are added
to the component list. The stopping criteria is associated with some metric of the
remaining flux in the residual map, for example, the signal-to-noise level of the
residual map [14]. The cleaned image is restored by convolution of the component
list with either a truncated dirty beam, or an idealised, usually Gaussian, beam
[7]. Finally the remaining residual image is added. A cleaned image of the TART,
after calibration from Chapter 5 is applied, is shown in Figure 4.3. I thereby used




This chapter describes the process of calibrating the TART. This process was
necessary, as initially conventional synthesis imaging with TART did not produce
any sensible results. Although point-like sources were visible and persistent over
time, they did not coincide with locations or apparent movement of any known
sources.
To begin in Section (5.1) a process to refine the knowledge of the antenna
positions (ei, ni) without the need of surveying resources is described. In Section
(5.2) the behaviour on start-up or power cycle of the radio modules is investigated.
As a simplified first approach the goal of a simplified calibration procedure
is to find a set of complex gains gi for each antenna/receiver, also referred to as
channel i 1. Two methods for obtaining a set of complex gains for each channel
utilising a drone are covered in Section (5.4). After the complex gain calibration a
model-based approach is used in Section (5.5) to determine the global orientation
φG of the array with help of the GPS satellites. Finally in Section (5.7) the results
of a joined optimisation of the parameters mentioned above with the use of an
extended source catalog are presented.
1In radio astronomy the word “channel” is typically used to define a subdivision over the
frequencies of bandwidth of the band pass. For simplicity and due to the narrow bandwidth of
the TART, data processing does not include channelisation, which is otherwise found in radio
telescopes implemented by polyphase filterbanks [17, 83]. With regard to conventional imaging
the TART has only a single channel: a stream of 1 bit data samples with 2.5MHz bandwidth around
4.092MHz center frequency sampled at 16.368MHz.
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5.1 Antenna Positions
One essential component of conventional imaging as described in Chapter 4 is
the knowledge of the uv-plane, which is derived from the East–West and North–
South distances between pairs of antennas. It is therefore important to know the
individual position (e′i, n
′
i) for all antennas with respect to each other, as well as
a global orientation angle φG. The rotated antenna positions A(e, n) can then be
obtained by a rotation
A(e, n) = R(φG)A(e
′, n′) (5.1)
where A(e′, n′) is the vector with the relative antenna positions and R(φG) is the
rotation matrix. For determining positions of sources in the sky, and to be able
to verify source positions with source catalogs, it is also required to know the
position of the array on earth. The latter is measured with accuracy of < 5 m with
a standard GPS unit of a cell phone averaged over 15 minutes. This is sufficient
precision for the telescope position that the angle introduced by the uncertainties
of the position is less than the angular resolution of the telescope for any source
further than 100 m.
After a site preparation, which is described in Section (5.1.1), two independent
efforts to determine the antenna positions relative to each other were undertaken.
The first approach was a model-based approach and is further explained in
Section (5.1.2). The second approach is based on establishing an arbitrary rest
frame and is covered in detail by Tim Molteno in [46]. Both methods yielded
compatible calibrated solutions for the antenna positions; however a global
orientation angle of the array is left to be determined in Section (5.5), after the
initial gain calibration in Section (5.4).
5.1.1 Site Preparation
As a first step an area of the size of the tile arrangement was dug out for a level
foundation. The tiles were placed and, after a month of setting, were re-leveled,
and fixed to the ground. In Figures 5.1 and 5.2 the site after first leveling efforts
with the help of Brad Panckhurst is shown.
In the absence of a completely flat and even foundation, a displacement of the
antenna positions with respect to the design antenna positions is expected. Hence,
one month after setting up the tiles to the design specification, the presumed set
array was propped on the same level. A self-adjusting laser level is installed on
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Figure 5.1: The leveled TART prototype site on Signal Hill, Dunedin. Preparing
the ground would have been a lot harder without the help of Brad Panckhurst.
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Figure 5.2: The array set to the design array configuration on the leveled ground.
Guidance measurements were made from a central pole.
a post outside of the array. The laser level casts a horizontal line, which is faint
but visible on a cloudy day. Each tile was corrected in height until level offsets
were below 1 cm. This leaves the variation in height below λ/19, where λ is the
wavelength of the RF of interest. At level, the tiles were fixed to the ground and
distance measurements to determine the antenna positions were taken.
5.1.2 Tile-Based Antenna Position Calibration
This calibration relies on the assumption that by design each tile of the TART
is identical. Hence variations in antenna positions and differences of antenna
positions on a tile are small (less than 1 cm) and assumed to be negligible. An
additional assumption is that all tiles are in the same plane; hence the tiles can
only have offsets towards East or North and can be rotated by an angle αi.
As a first step, the distances between pairs of antennas of different tiles are
measured with a tape measure. Secondly, a tile based model of the array with
a fixed position and orientation of the first tile (T0) is created. The offsets and
rotations of the remaining three tiles (T1, T2, T3) are then obtained with the Nelder–
Mead method [56]. With the obtained antenna positions from the model, a sum of
squares of baseline length differences is calculated. The score is defined as
score =
∑
(bmeasuredij − bmodelij )2, (5.2)
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for all measured baseline lengths bmeasuredij and model baseline lengths b
model
ij and
between antennas i and j. Minimising the sum of squares leads to a modified,
calibrated solution for the antenna positions, which is shown in Figure (5.3). While
tiles T1 and T2 remain close to the design array solution, there is an substantial
offset and rotation apparent for tile T3. This particular tile experienced a drift
between the design tile placement and fixation to the ground.
5.2 Benchtop Testing
This section covers the investigation of the behaviour of two radios on an individual
radio hub module. The findings here pose implications for the whole telescope
system, which explain the necessity of calibration.
5.2.1 Test Setup
A vector signal generator is used to generate a GPS-like signal at RF with a
bandwidth of 2 MHz. The signal, at an output level of −60 dBm, is fed into a
splitter and distributed to two radios of the TART. The splitter and the test setup
are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. In this setup only a single radio hub module
is connected to a standard base station module. The “telescope” is turned into
visibility acquisition mode. Once per second the acquired visibilities are retrieved
to a desktop computer via the telescope application programming interface (API),
which is further described in Chapter 6.3.
5.2.2 Behaviour on Power Cycle
To investigate this effect the power carrying Cat6 cable of the radio hub module is
repeatedly unplugged and plugged back in. In Figure 5.6 a trace of the visibility
of the two channels is shown. The magnitude returns to its original high level
after falling down when the tile is briefly unplugged. The phase of the visibility on
the other hand seems to have two possible values which are a distance of π apart.
This effect has also been tested by power cycling individual radio modules with
the addition of a hardware switch. The effect is assumed to be related to the PLL
responsible for the local oscillator generation inside each radio chip. There are
several clock multiplication and division operations performed inside each radio
chip. A lock-on on start-up to a positive edge instead of to a negative edge could
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Figure 5.3: Calibration of the antenna positions. Shown in red is the design
configuration. Also shown in blue are the calibrated antenna positions. During the
minimisation tile T0 (top) is fixed; hence the calibrated antenna positions remain
the same as the initial positions. There is only a slight adjustment in rotation
and offset of tile T1 (right) and T2 (bottom). However tile T3 (left) undergoes
adjustment. This tile experienced the greatest displacement before the installation
of ground anchors.
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Figure 5.4: A simple RF splitter built by Phill Brown. The input signal from the
bottom SMA connector is distributed to six SMA connectors. Each of the outgoing
SMA connectors also has a direct current (DC) blocking capacitor, as the radios
provide power for active antennas.
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Figure 5.5: Test setup for the radio hub module. The vector signal generator
(right) generates a signal at RF. The signal is distributed with a splitter (left) and
fed into the radio hub module (centre). The base station module with FPGA and
RPi sits in the top centre and acquires data in visibility acquisition mode.
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Figure 5.6: Magnitude and phase of the visibility for channels 0 and 1 vs. time in
arbitrary units. For demonstration the radio hub module was power cycled six
times. The magnitude drops in magnitude were caused by unplugging the radio
hub module. After the power cycle the magnitude was back at the previous level;
however the phase of the visibility had an offset of π.
explain such behaviour. Although the magnitude seems not to be affected, it is
essential to note that this behaviour implies that any phase calibration is invalid
after power cycle.
5.2.3 Visibility Stability
From observation of the visibilities over time, drifts due to thermal exposure
of the jitter cleaner were noticeable. On cold start-up the jitter cleaner takes
about 10 min for the visibilities to stabilise and remain on their constant level.
The thermal stability could be improved by placing a small piece of expanded
Polypropylene (EPP) foam underneath the shield of the jitter cleaner. After initial
warm-up, the magnitude and the phase of the visibility remain stable over several
hours.
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5.3 Per-Antenna Gain Calibration
In Chapter 4 an introduction to synthesis imaging is given and explains how the
visibilities Vij relate to the sky brightness function. As a most basic calibration
model, the measured complex visibility can be split up in
Ṽij = GijVij + εij + ηij, (5.3)
where Gij is the complex gain for the i → j antenna baseline, Vij is the true
visibility, εij is an additive error and ηij is noise. At this stage the additive offset
errors are regarded as part of the noise and the focus lies only on the multiplicative
part. The baseline gain Gij can be modelled as the product of two antenna-based
complex gains gi and gj such that
Gij = gi(t)g
∗
j (t) = Ai(t)Aj(t) exp(φi(t)− φj(t)). (5.4)
The per-antenna gain gi is a single complex number for each antenna that rep-
resents a multitude of factors, e.g.: individual antenna gain, individual amplifier
gains, individual filter responses, and cable mismatches. A more sophisticated
separation of the gains will need to be employed to properly treat direction-
dependent antenna gains and cross-coupling between antennas, but at this stage
this simplification shall be sufficient. Due to an arbitrary instrumental phase φ0 is
set to 0 and without absolute flux density calibration we also set A0 = 1. There
are therefore N − 1 complex gains to be determined, where N is the number of
antennas.
5.4 Drone-Based Calibration
In this section the calibration method is described that first provided a set of
complex gains gi in order to successfully synthesise images with the TART. The
underlying concept is the placement of a sufficiently bright source at known
position (e.g., zenith) in the far field of the antenna array, record visibilities,
and vary the multiplicative complex gains to minimise the difference between
measured visibilities and model visibilities.
5.4.1 Calibration Setup
The calibration setup (Figures 5.7 to 5.9) consists of an assembled box which is
attached with a 5 m long fishing line to the legs of an off-the-shelf DJI Phantom 3
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Figure 5.7: Portable wide-band noise source. An external battery and power
supply (left) powers the BG7TBL RF noise source (centre). The generated noise
signal is filtered with a 1455 MHz to 1925 MHz band pass filter before the trans-
mitting antenna is attached. The transmitting antenna is shown in Figure 5.8.
This setup is placed inside a plastic box, which is shown together with the rest of
the assembly in Figure 5.9.
Advanced drone. The box contains a power supply, a small battery, a wide-band
BG7TBL RF noise source, and a 1455 MHz−1925 MHz band pass filter to minimise
potential interference [45]. A quadrifilar helix antenna is attached, as shown in
Figures 5.8 and 5.9, to the bottom side of the box in order to face downwards,
away from the drone.
5.4.2 Data Acquisition
The drone, including calibration source, was flown above the centre of telescope
and elevated to an altitude of 100 m. The altitude was thereby chosen such that the
angle-offset and misplacement introduced by potential swinging of the calibration
source
θmaxsys = tan (5 m/100 m) ≈ 2.9◦ (5.5)
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Figure 5.8: Close-up photograph of the quadrifilar helix antenna which is used
to emit the noise-like signal. A thin sheet of copper is used as a shield to reduce
potential interference with the drone. The antenna and the sheet of copper are
securely fastened with two bolts.
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Figure 5.9: Full noise source assembly hanging from a 5 m long fishing line. The
full assembly weighs 320 g which is well under the maximum possible lift of about
900 g.
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is small compared to the resolution of the telescope (3.2◦). It is expected that
inaccuracies in positioning the calibration source would predominantly cause a
systematic offset of similar order in the imaging after calibration. For subsequent
calibration covered in Section (5.4.5) the drone was flown to specified locations
and more visibilities were acquired.
5.4.3 Optimisation Criteria




|V measuredij − gig∗jV modelij |2 (5.6)
where V measuredij is the measured visibility, gi and gj are the antenna-based complex
gains and V modelij is the model visibility.
5.4.4 Source at Phase Centre
A special case of the source position is useful for calibration. For a single point
source with an arbitrary flux density C at the phase centre (zenith) the visibilities
simplify to
|Vij| = C and arg(Vij) = 0. (5.7)
For the noise source at zenith V modelij becomes according to Equation (5.7) a
constant real number. The optimisation criteria defined by Equation (5.6) can also
used in a more general case, where the noise source is relocated away from the
phase centre. For verification of the drone’s position, straight above the telescope,
a picture of the drone’s point of view is given in Figure 5.10.
Minimisation
The minimisation of the sum of squares defined by Equation (5.6) is carried out
by the quasi-Newton method of Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) [89].
The minimisation algorithm is part of the scipy.optimize.minimize Python package.
The minimiser varies the solution for gain amplitudes and phases until the least
squares is minimal. In Figure 5.11 a slice through the parameter space of the
complex gain for antenna 1 is shown. When fixing all the other parameters of the
optimisation the parameter space seems smooth with a unique global minima,
correctly identified by the minimiser.
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Figure 5.10: View of the DJI Phantom 3 Advanced drone from 100 m above the
telescope.
Initial Calibration Results
Figure (5.12) shows how the determination of the relative gains of the antennas
affects the resulting image. Figure 5.12a shows the uncalibrated synthesised
image of the calibration source flying straight above the telescope. There is
no single bright source identifiable. Once the calibration gains are applied
Figure 5.12b shows the bright spot of the noise source straight above the TART.
This is no surprise as the optimiser modifies the gains such that a source would
be exactly where it is supposed to be, straight up. This also implies that a mis-
position of the drone causes a systematic offset in the calibration, which is further
covered in Section (5.4.5). First in Figure 5.13 and also in Figures 5.14a to 5.14d
synthesised images of the sky for different times are shown. In absence of the
calibration noise source, which is by design substantially stronger than anything
in the sky, bright point sources are imaged, which are consistently visible. Also
overlayed are the reported positions of the GPS satellites, which qualitatively
coincides with some of the imaged sources. There is still an inconsistent offset
apparent which is resolved in Section (5.5).
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Figure 5.11: Sum of squares as a function of the complex gain, shown as gain-
amplitude and phase. This is a slice through the parameter space for the gain
of G1 at the solution of the minimiser. For the purpose of this plot, the other
optimisation parameters were kept constant. Also shown as the green marker is
the solution for G1 found by the minimiser. The minimiser successfully found the
global minima within the limited range of the gain.
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(a) Before calibration. (b) After calibration.
Figure 5.12: Synthesised image of the calibration source before and after ap-
plying the antenna gain calibration. Applying the gain solution to the measured
visibilities caused the point source to appear in the centre of the image, straight
above the telescope. The total flux scale of the calibration is arbitrary; however it
is obvious how the calibration increases the contrast in the synthesised image.
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Figure 5.13: Early calibrated TART synthesis image and known positions of GPS
satellites as white dots. The phase centre of the image is facing straight up
(zenith). We can observe qualitative agreement with some GPS satellites, PRN09,
PRN23 and PRN16, which are within 30◦ of the phase centre.
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(a) 15:36 | PRNs: 28, 30 (b) 17:10 | PRNs: 17, 28
(c) 18:53 | PRNs: 6, 17, 19 (d) 23:20 | PRNs: 5, 20, 29
Figure 5.14: Sequence of synthesis image snapshots with TART. The known
positions of GPS satellites on the May 6, 2016 at different times (UTC) are shown
as white dots and labelled with their pseudo-random noise (PRN) identifier number.
While there is obvious emission imaged that mainly coincides with the position
of GPS satellites there are also other objects consistently visible, some of which
can be identified as search and rescue satellites. As the global orientation of the
array is still left to be determined, there is still an offset between the reported
position of the satellites and the imaged emission.
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Figure 5.15: Screenshot of calibration flight path in the Litchi mission Web
interface. Starting straight above the telescope the flight path consists of 10
positions at which the aircraft remains for 20 s before flying to the next position.
The positions refer to GPS coordinates and a flight altitude. The coordinates are
generated on the basis of specified elevation and azimuth angles at which a set of
calibration visibilities is obtained. The Litchi Web interface allows the import of
mission parameters as a CSV file and storage of the calibration mission before
upload to the aircraft.
5.4.5 Source off Phase Centre
In order to reduce sensitivity to systematic errors which relate to the position
of the drone straight above telescope and improve calibration results covered
in Section (5.4.4) multiple measurements at different positions relative to the
telescope were made.
Flight Path Generation
In order to obtain calibration measurements for different elevation and azimuth
angles and to increase reproducibility a tool was developed to generate a flight
path for the drone. As semi-autonomous flying to pregenerated waypoints is
not supported by the Android application of the manufacturer, the third-party
application Litchi is used with the remote controller [87].
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The input parameters for the flight path generation are the flight altitude h, a
source to drone offset d, a list of elevations [el1, el2, ..], and the GPS coordinates
of the centre of the array P0. A flight path is generated at constant altitude h;
which consists of at least one waypoint straight above the telescope P0; four






W for each provided elevation eli; and a






where h is flight altitude, d is the length of the fishing wire between the drone and





and P iW the GPS coordinates are calculated by adding the Vincenty distance to P0
in the North, East, South, and West directions [85]. The flight path is generated as
a proprietary CSV file, which can be imported via the Litchi mission hub website
and synchronised to the Android remote controller. As an example Figure 5.15
shows the generated flight path of the drone with 10 waypoints for elevations of
70◦ and 50◦.
Data Acquisition
The semi-autonomous flight of the drone simplifies the measurement procedure.
Each time the drone arrives at a waypoint it is stopped to hold its position. This
gives time for the calibration source to come to a rest and to acquire a set of
visibilities for the particular elevation and azimuth.
Updated Optimisation Criteria






|V measuredij (El,Az)− gig∗j Vmodelij (El,Az)|2
)
(5.9)
rest frame. to accommodate multiple positions of the drone.
Results
As there are more summands in the sum of squares defined by Equation (5.9) it is
not surprising that the sum of differences is overall greater, when compared to
the calibration Section (5.4.4). However this method is also affected by systematic
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effects due to direction-dependent antenna gain patterns of the array, as well as
the transmitting source. In terms of qualitative agreement of imaged sources with
GPS satellite positions, there was no improvement over the obtained calibration
from Section (5.4.4) observable.
5.5 Global Array Orientation
In Section (5.1) the antenna positions with respect to each other have been located,
which left a rotational degree of freedom φG left to be determined. After initial
gain calibration, according to Section (5.4.4) or Section (5.4.5), GPS satellites and
other emitting objects can be observed consistently. Some of the known satellite
trajectories appear skewed with respect to their reported orbit. In this section a
method is demonstrated to determine the rotational degree of freedom φG from
visibility measurements and reported position of the GPS satellites.
5.5.1 Data Acquisition
In order to provide a set of data that includes several different satellites in
different positions and constellations, one days’ worth of visibilities in intervals
of 5 min was acquired. Each acquired visibility is associated with a timestamp ti
when received by the RPi. The position of the GPS satellites with respect to the
telescope is obtained by querying a L1 source catalog which is further described
in Section (5.7.1).
5.5.2 Brute Force Search
Calibration results from Section (5.4.4) show good qualitative good agreement
between the known positions of the GPS satellites and the imaged sources at
elevations above 70◦. A threshold elt for sources in a sky model is therefore set,
such that only GPS satellites above the threshold are simulated.
For all global rotation angles φG between −180◦ and 180◦ in steps of 1◦, sets of
antenna positions and their model visibilities for all ti are generated.






|V measuredij (t)− gig∗jV
model|elt
ij (φG, t)|2 (5.10)
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where V measuredij (t) is the measured visibility, gi and gj are the antenna-based
complex gains and V modelij (φG, t) is the model visibility with antenna positions
rotated by φG.
5.5.3 Results
This method shows sensitivity to the global orientation of the array. With a first
iteration of the brute force search a global minimum for the φG = −25◦ was found
and the antenna position data corrected accordingly. To confirm the updated
antenna positions the brute force search is repeated. For the second iteration in
Figure 5.16 the sum of squares Srot is plotted against the global rotation angle
used for the simulation. After several iterations with data from different days, the
global minimum for the array orientation is typically found between −2◦ and +2◦.
This is expected as it is well within the telescope’s angular resolution of about 3◦.
In addition a bias due to modelling visibilities from inactive GPS satellites and
not simulating all sources that are in the telescope’s field of view is expected to
decrease the sensitivity of the sum of squares.
5.6 Gain Stability
With the described calibration method it is possible to obtain a solution for the
complex gains that remain stable over days such that sources can be observed
consistently with a similar signal-to-noise ratio in the image.
5.7 Calibration from Satellites
Advancing the procedure described in Section (5.5), not only the global orientation
φG, but also the antenna gains gi, can be refined with visibility measurements and
the knowledge of the position of satellites in a joined optimisation. The efforts
in refining the telescope’s calibration were undertaken by Tim Molteno and are
further described in [50]. In order to improve calibration results the L1 radio
source catalog, further described in Section (5.7.1), was compiled, which includes
substantially more sources. With more sources in the catalog and in order to
avoid bias from simulation models or from artificial thresholding of sources used
in Equation (5.10) a different optimisation criteria is constructed. An optimisation
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Figure 5.16: Sum of squared distances in visibility space between calibrated
visibilities and simulated visibilities against global rotation angle. One days’
worth of measured visibility data in intervals of 5 min was used to compare with
the simulated visibilities for arrays which only differ in global rotation angle. The
brute force approach over the entire parameter space shows a distinct global
minima at around 2◦.
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criteria can be defined in image domain as




where S(φG, g1, .., g23) is the signal-to-noise ratio of the image and K(li,mi) is the
source strength in the image plane at position (li,mi) for the reported source i.
In Figure 5.17 the synthesised dirty image after the joined optimisation is
shown. The sequence shows the whole sky imaged and the known position
of satellites for different times of the day. The offset which was apparent in
Figure 5.13 has vanished since the global orientation was determinded in Section
(5.5). Most imaged sources coincide with a known satellite of the L1 source
catalog and there are several sources reported in the catalog that cannot be seen
immediately without applying further traditional imaging techniques.
5.7.1 L1 Radio Source Catalog
The L1 Radio Source Catalog is a service that provides positions of satellites
which are known to transmit in the GPS L1 band at 1.57542 GHz. In addition
to the GPS satellites, it also includes satellites of Galileo, also known as Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), and satellites of the Quasi-Zenith Satellite
System (QZSS). Given a time and a position on earth, a list of positions of satellites
is returned [50]. The source catalog is developed and maintained by Tim Molteno.
Recently Launched Satellites
Recently launched satellites that go through test stages are not in the catalog.
An example of this is the recently launched satellite QZS-4. QZS-4 is part of
the QZSS; was launched on October 10, 2017; and is currently in a test stage
[55]. A synthesised image with QZS-4 is is shown in Figure 5.18. QZS-4 follows a
similar ground path to the QZS-1 (see Figure 6.4) and QZS-2 and hence appears
at similar positions with respect to the telescope’s location.
Calibration Summary
A set of antenna position calibration measurements was taken and a antenna
position estimation based on previously developed geometry was applied. With a
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Figure 5.17: Sequence of calibrated synthesised dirty images. The red circles
mark the positions of known sources in the sky, some of which might be out of
operation. In many cases the circles line up very closely with the imaged source.
In almost all cases of an imaged point source, there exists an entry in the L1
source catalog.
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Figure 5.18: Calibrated dirty image of the TART showing a very bright source in
the western part of the sky (middle, left). The red circles mark the positions of
known sources in the sky. The source is not in the official reported catalog by
NORAD but can be identified as QZS-4. QZS-4 is part of the Quasi-Zenith Satellite
System (QZSS); was launched on October 10, 2017; and is currently in a test
stage [55].
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drone a RF noise source is positioned straight above the telescope, in the far-field
of the antenna array. From the known position of the artificial source and the
telescope data one can obtain a solution of individual complex antenna gains.
With improved knowledge of the antenna positions and determination of complex
gain parameters the next step is to reproduce established imaging techniques.
It could be established that basic conventional imaging with the TART telescope
is possible. Although there are limitations, this is a major milestone in the TART
project. Locations of imaged sources are dominated by and consistent with GPS
and other man-made satellites, for each of which the position is well-known.
Achieving this basic calibration and imaging goal opens possibilities for future
projects for refining the obtained calibration with known sources. Effects such as
cross-coupling between the antennas and individual direction-dependent effects
(DDE) have not been investigated and give opportunity for future development.
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Chapter 6
Telescope API and Operating
Software
This chapter covers several software packages, which were developed in Python.
Together they allow the telescope to operate seamlessly over network, allowing
monitoring, imaging and calibration of remote telescopes to be carried out from
anywhere on earth. The TART base package is described in Section (6.1). In
Section (6.2) the TART hardware interface is explained. The former two packages
form the basis for the TART application programming interface (API) and the
TART command line tools in Sections (6.3) and (6.5), respectively. The TART Web
interface in the form of a Web app is covered in Section (6.4). An overview of the
developed software packages and where they reside is given in Figure 6.1. A copy
of the TART repository at the time of writing is attached in Appendix (N.4). The
code repository is open source and released under the GPLv3 license [24].
6.1 TART Base Package
The TART base package, simply named “tart”, is the backbone of the TART
software development [48]. It contains class definitions for operation, imaging,
and simulation, which are the basis of the storage format for raw data and
visibilities, as well as developed tools.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the developed software packages and their hosts. The
TART hardware interface and the Web API are installed on the RPi of the base
station module. The TART base package resides on the RPi, as well as on Linux
desktop computers. The TART command line tools are developed for desktop
machines. The TART Web front end can be used to monitor and control the TART
from any Web browser on desktop machines or mobile devices.
Requirements and Installation
The tart Python package is distributed via the the Python Package Index (PyPI)
and can be easily installed with the following pip command:
$ sudo pip install tart
which automatically installs missing dependencies, which are: numpy, matplotlib,
healpy, and astropy [59].
6.2 TART Hardware Interface
In Chapter 3 the data acquisition with regard to the FPGA and Raspberry is
described. The communication via SPI on sides of the RPi is thereby implemented
and distributed as the tart_hardware_interface Python package [51]. The Tart-
SPI class manages the low-level communication with the FPGA, manages the
configuration of the FPGA, triggers raw data acquisition, and retrieves status
flags. The tart_hardware_interface also provides high-level methods to operate
the telescope in diagnostic mode, in raw data snapshot acquisition mode, or in
continuous visibility acquisition mode. These modes are used by the TART Web
API in Section (6.3)
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Requirements and Installation
The tart_hardware_interface by default only depends on numpy and spidev. The
optional high-level modes require additionally matplotlib, hashlib, json, socket,
and tart. The tart_hardware_interface Python package is also distributed via the
Python Package Index and is installed with the pip command [59]:
$ sudo pip install tart_hardware_interface
6.3 TART Web API
Previously data acquisition of the first-generation TART, as well as TART2, was
based on recording a snapshot, retrieving the data, and storing it on mass storage.
The data acquisition was performed by a shell script, with fixed, scheduled
execution time intervals managed by a CRON job [70]. This approach of data
acquisition is sufficient when acquiring snapshots of raw data; however the
addition of continuous visibility acquisition requires the possibility to easily change
between acquisition modes, as well as continuously operate.
The TART API is a restless Web API [23]. The API operates the telescope’s data
acquisition continuously, and provides support for changing acquisition modes,
retrieving data, and monitoring. At the time of writing this document the API
provides 31 routes on the basis of HTTP requests (GET, POST, and PUT). The full
API documentation can be found in Appendix (N.1) and online [47].
The API is password protected, such that for any POST or PUT request, for
example, changing the data acquisition mode, a JSON Web Token (JWT) is required.
The JWT can be obtained by prior authentication with the /auth route. GET
requests do not require authentication, such that retrieving data and monitoring
is publicly accessable.
6.3.1 Web Server
NGINX is a lightweight HTTP server designed for high-traffic websites [61]. It
is a standard package in the Debian/Raspbian software repository that can be
installed on the RPi. The service acts as a proxy and provides an endpoint for
the TART Web API. It also serves the TART Web app as static content, which is
covered in Section (6.4), as well as with visibility files and raw data files.
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6.3.2 Example API Request and Response
As an example, Listing (6.1) shows the request for the latest visibilities from the
telescope. The GET request is not password protected and therefore does not
require the transmission of a JWT. The response of the API is in JSON format and
is listed in Listing (6.2) [15].
$ curl -X GET https://tart.elec.ac.nz/signal/api/v1/imaging/vis

























Listing 6.2: Response to the API request in Listing (6.1). The response contains
a data array (line 2) and a timestamp string (line 23). The data array contains
objects, which each correspond to a visibility. For example, lines 3–8 contain the
real (re) and the imaginary (im) parts of the visibility from antennas i = 0 and
j = 1.
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6.3.3 Services and Processes
In order to enable unblocked operation of the API and data acquisition, especially
when streaming visibility data continuously from the FPGA, the Web API is split up
into several processes. The communication between processes is thereby handled
via queues and an sqlite database. Concurrency between processes is sometimes
needed and is provided by the Manager object of the Python multiprocessing
package. In Listing (6.3) the creation of the Manager object and the start of the
TartControl process are shown. The instance m is passed to init_config, which
returns a managed dictionary called runtime_config.
1 m = multiprocessing.Manager()
2 runtime_config = init_config(m)
3 def tart_p():




8 tart_process = multiprocessing.Process(target=tart_p, args=())
9 tart_process.start()
Listing 6.3: Instantiation of the main TART process with the TartControl object in
tart_web_api/__init__.py
There are dedicated processes for
• the Web API,
• the finite state machine of the telescope and SPI communication with the
FPGA (TartControl),
• the construction the visibility data from separate visibility parts and channel
means,
• the management of raw data files and visibility files, which are available for
download,
• and calibration of the telescope from data sent to the API.
6.3.4 TartControl Object
The TartControl object is the finite state machine and Python representation of the















































Figure 6.2: Simplified flowchart of the main telescope process. The TartControl
object handles the different acquisition modes and provides seamless transitions
between them.
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state; several handles for queues and processes; and an instance of the TartSPI
object, which manages the communication with the FPGA. A flowchart of the
mode control process is shown in Figure 6.2.
6.3.5 Requirements and Installation
The TART Web API package depends on the tart_hardware_interface and tart, as
well as on several flask-related Python packages. The package is distributed via
PyPI such that the installation simplifies to a single line:
$ sudo pip install tart_web_api
6.3.6 Telescope High-Level Modes
Three high-level modes are implemented and can be changed via a POST request
to /mode/<mode>, where <mode> is a placeholder for off, diag, raw, or vis.
Diagnostic Mode
In this mode the RPi performs a number of operations. To begin Nphasesamples consecu-
tive read-outs of the measured delay pi ∈ [0..11] of the incoming data edges for
each raw data channel are performed. This is further covered in Section (3.1). A









and is sensitive to wandering data edges. Depending on Nphasesamples a threshold above
which the edges are considered stable needs to be defined. The default values of
Nphasesamples = 200 and a threshold of 95% are set in the tart_web_api/config.py
Secondly, a global delay is set such that the acquisition of all data channels
occurs furthest away from the data transitions. This requires the data edges to be
stable, as well as the individual cable length of the Cat6 cables between the base
station module and radio hub modules to be close to each other. Typical expected
delays are estimated in Section (3.1).
After the global delay is set a set of raw data is acquired and the individual
channel means and spectra are generated and made available for the API. In
Figure 6.5 the spectra of the radios as well their stability criteria si and measured
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phase are shown in the TART Web interface. The Web interface displays the most
recent received channel information, and thereby simplifies the monitoring of the
TART.
Raw Data Acquisition
In raw data acquisition mode the TART operates in a similar fashion as it did
before introduction of the Web API. TartControl initiates the start of a raw data
acquisition in the FPGA and reads back the data once the acquisition has finished.
In contrast to the previously used cron job, the next data acquisition is immediately
triggered after the read-back. This enables a higher duty cycle, especially when
acquiring shorter raw data snapshots. For example, a 64 ms raw data snapshot
can be acquired every 10 s, which is 6 times more frequent than the minimum
interval of cron job (1 min). Figure 3.4 shows traces of visibilities, which were
acquired with the TART by alternating operating modes. The operating mode was
thereby automatically switched every 15 min between raw data acquisition mode
and visibility data acquisition mode. For half the time frame shown visibilities
were calculated offline from raw data; the other half are visibilities which were
calculated within the FPGA. The higher frequency of raw data acquisitions enabled
the capturing of more raw data within the 15 min intervals between alternating
the operating mode.
The number of samples of the raw data acquisition can be changed by modify-
ing the exponent of Nsamples in the tart_web_api/config.py or on the fly in the Web
interface, which is further described in Section (6.4).
Visibility Acquisition
When entering the visibility acquisition mode the TartControl instance starts two
proccesses, one for acquiring, and one for compilation of the visibility data. It then
sets up the FPGA for streaming visibilities, where the parameter N_samples_exp
sets the number of samples (integration time) upon which the visibilities in the
FPGA are calculated. The acquired data in the acquisition process is passed on
to a processing queue, such that the acquisition via SPI is independent from any
further post-processing of the visibilities. The visibility compilation process takes
the data of the processing queue and assembles the visibility. The assembled
visibilities are passed on to a visibility queue. The TartControl process takes the
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Figure 6.3: Screenshot of the Web interface available to a standard user. A dirty
image is synthesised in the browser on the basis of the latest visibilities, the gains
and the antenna positions.
assembled visibilities of the visibility queue. The lastest visibilities are provided
to the API to be retrieved as JSON objects, shown in Listing (6.2). In addition,
a parameter “chunksize” defines how many consecutive Visibility objects are
accumulated before writing a list of Visibility objects to mass storage. The
Visibility files are served via the NGINX server as static content and the API route
/raw/data provides filenames and SHA-256 checksums for download.
6.4 TART Web-based Front End
The TART Web-based front end is a single-page application (Web app) mainly
developed by Tim Miller [44]. The Web interface absorbs the TART Web API,
described in Section (6.3), to allow the configuration and monitoring of the TART




The Web app for the TART2 on Signal Hill, Dunedin, New Zealand is available
at https://tart.elec.ac.nz/signal/. The default landing page, shown in Fig-
ure 6.3, displays the in-browser synthesised dirty image from the latest visibilities.
It also features toggle switches to change imaging parameters and overlay the
positions of known sources and their names over the dirty image. Aside from
the Web app, the most recent 10 min worth of visibilities and raw data files are
served as static content. The API thereby provides the filename and the SHA-256
checksum for each of the files.
6.4.2 Privileged Access
The Web app allows one to login and obtain a JWT for accessing the API’s token
protected routes. Once logged in, a navigation bar is revealed, as depicted in
Figure 6.8; this allows the admin to change the telescope’s operating mode and
change operating-mode-specific parameters. Figures 6.5 to 6.7 show the Web
interface in diagnostic mode. In diagnostic mode the API is queried for each
radio spectrum. It also displays debugging flags of the FPGA. This simplifies the
identification of malfunctioning antennas.
6.4.3 Calibration from Visibilities
Once logged in, in visibility mode a section named “Calibration from Visibilities”
(see Figure 6.9) becomes available. This interface allows the acquisition of
calibration data to be used for the calibration described in Section (5.4). The
elevation and azimuth of the set drone waypoint can be specified in the interface.
By clicking on the “Add Measurement” button a current set of visibilities, together
with the specified elevation and azimuth, are acquired and temporarily stored
in the Web interface. Once the desired number of visibility measurements for
different drone positions is acquired, the “Start Calibration” button sends the
calibration data back to the API. A separate calibration process is started by the
API and a set of antenna gains is applied to the telescope once the optimisation
has finished. This interface simplified the calibration procedure of the telescope
dramatically, before satellite-based calibration was implemented for the TART.
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Figure 6.4: Synthesis image in the Web interface of the TART. The image shows
QZS-1 and several other satellites. The synthesis from visibilities, gains and
antenna positions is done in the browser. The data is retrieved via the Web API
described in Section (6.3.2).
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Figure 6.5: Channel information in the Web interface in diagnostic mode. The
measured data edge phases are close and vary between 1 and 3 fast clock cycles.
The fast clock is generated inside the FPGA by multiplying the reference clock
of 16.368 MHz by a factor of 12. This gives 12 possible delay cycles by which the
acquisition of the data stream can be shifted.
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Figure 6.6: The Web interface in diagnostic mode shows the registers of the FPGA
for debugging purposes.
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Figure 6.7: Antenna status map in diagnostic mode. Shown as green dots are
positions of the antennas relative to each other, where North is facing up and
East is facing right. In case of an antenna being flagged as faulty, the antenna
appears as a red dot in the map, which simplifies the locating on-site.
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Figure 6.8: Screenshot of the Web interface. Once logged in, the mode of the
telescope can be changed. Parameters for each mode are exposed and can be
adjusted.
6.5 TART Command Line Tools
As a complementary effort to the Web interface the TART command lines tools
were developed. The command line tools also absorb the API and provide function-
ality on the level of the command line [49]. The command line tools are written
in Python and depend on numpy, matplotlib, healpy, astropy, and tart. In Listing
(6.4) the installation process is shown in line 1 and an example command with its
arguments is given in Line 2. The listed command fetches the latest visibilities,
gains and antenna positions, synthesising a dirty image, and overlays the known
satellites in the L1 band. At the time of writing the command line tools include
support for uploading and downloading antenna positions and gains as well as
calibration and imaging methods to run on a desktop.
1 $ sudo pip install tart_tools
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Figure 6.9: Web calibration interface. Once authenticated and in visibility mode,
it is possible to acquire sets of visibilities for specified elevations and azimuths of
a drone with calibration source onboard. The acquired data can be sent back to
the API to perform a gain calibration.
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2 $ tart_image --api https://tart.elec.ac.nz/signal --display --dirty --show-
sources
Listing 6.4: Installation of the TART command line tools and synthesis image with




Detecting Sidereal Variations in
Visibility Data
In this chapter a very early test of the telescope, before any calibration or imag-
ing attempts, is summarised. At first sight the visibilities, which were offline
calculated from raw data, show periodicity. This motivated the search for sidereal
motion in the observed data. Tendencies towards a sidereal periodicity, 23 h 56 min
4.091 s [52], would imply that the observed data is dominated by non-terrestrial
and non-solar sources. Most expected candidates for sidereal sources are GNSS
satellites which follow an orbit with sidereal period. In Section (7.1) the data se-
lection is described. In Section (7.2) the autocorrelation function is provided and
applied to selected data. The results and implications are presented in Section
(7.3).
7.1 Data Selection
For 10 days’ worth of raw data snapshots, which were acquired once per minute,
the visibilities were calculated offline. In Figure 7.1 a time series of the visibilities
is shown. The baselines of the visibilities were selected, to be mainly parallel
to the East–West direction. For a better understanding of which baselines were
selected in Figure 7.2 a top view of the telescope is shown. Each numerated grey
dot marks the position of an antenna. The arrows between antennas indicate the
baselines which were selected. Antennas 4, 17 and 19 were defective during the
data acquisition and are therefore flagged.
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Figure 7.1: Trace of visibilities for a time frame of 10 days. The visibilities
were selected for baselines which are mainly oriented parallel to the East–West
direction. The visibilities are ordered by baseline length from shortest baseline at
the top, to longest baseline at the bottom. On the left the visibility magnitude is
shown; on the right the phase of the visibilities is plotted as an angle between −π
and π. From top to bottom more structure in the phases is apparent, because of
the faster changing fringes of longer baselines. The visibilities seem to be periodic.
In order to determine the periodicity of the visibilities the autocorrelation function
of the visibilities is calculated and shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.2: Top view of the array. The grey dots represent antennas. The selected
baselines for the time series analysis are shown as arrows and are colour-coded.
Short baselines (violet) are sensitive to large-scale coherence, whereas the long
baselines (yellow) are sensitive to small-scale coherence and therefore overall
define the angular resolution of the telescope.
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7.2 Autocorrelation
Mainly the phases of the visibility traces in Figure 7.1 show hints of repetition.
Hence, as a first test the autocorrelation function is computed to determine the lag
τ at which the repetition occurs. For each selected baseline the autocorrelation is
calculated and added such that we define the sum of correlation functions as





Vij[t]Vij[t− τ ] (7.1)
where τ is a discrete lag in minutes, EW is the selection of baselines from
antennas i and j mainly in the East–West direction, and Vij[t] is the visibility
measured at discrete times in minutes.
7.3 Results
In Figure 7.3 the sum of the autocorrelation function for multiple baselines is
shown as a function of the lag τ in discrete timesteps of 1 min. The autocorrelation
function shows peaks at integer multiples of 1436 min. As examples, zooms of
the peaks at 1436 and 1436 · 4 = 5744 show consistency over several days. The
periodicity is consistent with the length of a sidereal day which is approximately
1436 min. This has some implications for what kind of sources the telescope is
sensitive to. It excludes the sun as a major contributor to the visibilities, as the
sun would suggest a dominant lag of 24 h or 1440 min. Geosynchronous satellites
such as the GPS and Galileo Satellites have an orbit period of one sidereal day
and are highly likely to be the dominant cause of the observed fringes in the
visibilities [52].
Another conclusion drawn from this analysis refers to the stability of the
telescope. The telescope seems to operate as expected over these large time
scales (days) without noticeable drift in gain amplitude or phase. How gains and
phases behave on shorter time scales has yet to be determined.
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Figure 7.3: Autocorrelation function vs time in minutes. The autocorrelation
function peaks at integer multiples of 1436 min. The windows at the top left and
the top right show zooms of two regions of the autocorrelation function at a lag of
1 day and 4 days. Peaks in the autocorrelation function appear regularly with a





This chapter covers the simulation efforts undertaken towards a quantitative
estimate for the probability of the detection of an ultra-high-energy cosmic ray
(UHECR) event with the TART. A brief motivation is given in Section (8.1). In
order to obtain a first, qualitative estimate of the probability of the radio detection
of a UHECR with the TART the sensitivity of TART is estimated in Section (8.2).
In Sections (8.3) and (8.4) the simulation performed to obtain the electric field at
ground level at different positions is described. In order to obtain a gauge for the
effort and resources required for future simulations simulation parameters have
to be varied to reduce computational effort at the cost of statistical fluctuations.
Section (8.5) describes the creation of a virtual computer cluster for the distribu-
tion of simulation jobs. In Section (8.6) the results of the simulation are shown
and discussed. A brief summary of the simulation and implications and guidelines
for future simulations are given in Section (8.7).
8.1 Motivation
Conventional imaging in radio astronomy typically involves the cross-correlation
of the received signal and integration over long time periods, for example, several
seconds, minutes, or multiple hours [8]. These algorithms are insensitive to
transient events and consequently the sky in the radio spectrum is less explored
for transient signals. In [9] several known and potential classes of transient
radio sources, such as the sun, planets, brown drawfs, flare stars and transient
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pulsars, to name a few, are listed. These sources emit radio signals in the order of
nanoseconds to milliseconds and are lost when integrating over long time periods.
The TART provides direct access to the raw data sample stream of the receivers.
It therefore can act as a platform for the exploration of the transient radio sky.
Because of its low sensitivity it is expected that TART will only be sensitive to very
bright transient sources; however a full view of the sky gives optimal coverage in
which these bright sources can occur.
The detection of extensive air showers induced by UHECRs in the radio spec-
trum primarily between 30 and 80 MHz has been the objective of several projects,
such as the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA), and LOFAR Prototype Station
(LOPES), to complement particle detectors [1, 22]. At higher frequencies in
the range of gigahertz the CROME experiment successfully detected cosmic ray
showers above an Energy E0 = 1017 eV [88, 74].
Cherenkov effects arising from the varying refractive index of the atmosphere
lead to Cherenkov compression of the emitted radio pulses and thus the appear-
ance of Cherenkov rings in the footprints, at which emission can be observed at
frequencies of several gigahertz [32, 88].
8.2 Sensitivity Estimate
The thermal noise power of one receiver is calculated according to [25] by
P = kBT∆f (8.1)
P = 1.20 · 10−14 W (8.2)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the system temperature and ∆f is the
receiver bandwidth. The received power is






where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of vacuum Z0 = 377Ω and Ae, the
effective area of the antenna, is estimated in Equation (2.8) in Section (2.8). The







= 31µV m−1 (8.4)
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For the accumulation of N independent receivers producing zero mean noise
like samples with σ = |E|min the central limit theorem states an improvement of
signal-to-noise by
√
N [64]. A factor of 2 is lost because of measuring only one
polarisation component. For a system with 24 independent, single polarisation
receivers the sensitivity is 13µV m−1. Expressing this result in units of spectral
flux density yields
σeq.flux =




= 17147 Jy, (8.5)
which qualitatively agrees with about half the sensitivity (due to only one polari-
sation) calculated in Section (2.8).
8.3 Simulation
The simulation of extensive showers is a large-scale computational effort; the
computational effort scales with the energy of the primary particle E0. Because of
the narrow bandwidth of TART it is a conservative assumption that the detection
of showers is limited to those induced by particles of the highest energy.
8.3.1 Corsika and Coreas
A standard tool for the simulation of extensive air showers induced by UHECR is
CORSIKA [29]. CORSIKA provides a wide range of well-established simulation
models for particle interaction. A projection of simulated shower is shown in
Figure 8.1. In addition to the standard particle shower simulation it is possible to
simulate the radio signature at specified positions on earth using CoREAS, which
is short for Corsika-based radio emission from air showers. The simulation code
has initially been implemented to simulate in the frequency range of megahertz,
where most of the emission occurs [32]. This is far away from the TART’s operation
frequency, however, it was shown that CoREAS produced meaningful simulations
even at frequencies as high as 4.2 GHz [32, 88, 31].
8.3.2 Version and Parameters
CORSIKA, version 7.5, was configured with the following command:
$ ./coconut
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Figure 8.1: XZ-projection of a simulated air shower from a 45◦ inclined proton
with 1015 eV [35]. The air shower was simulated with CORSIKA. The dimensions
of the shower range from 0–71.6 km in the Z-direction and −6.9–64.3 km in the
X-direction. The particle type is encoded in the track color: red are electrons,
positrons, gammas; green are muons; and blue are hadrons. In addition to the
shower simulated by CORSIKA, CoREAS computes the electric field at positions
at ground level. The electric field is thereby calculated from individual particles
based on of first principles.
By default, for the simulation of hadronic interactions at high energies and low
energies, the QGSJET model and the GHEISHA model respectively are used. For
support of COREAS and thinning “c” and “2a” are selected at configuration time.
The options reported before compilation are TIMEAUTO, GHEISHA, QGSJET01,
HORIZONTAL, SLANT, THIN, and COREAS.
8.3.3 Simulation Parameters
Although COREAS and CORSIKA are model dependent, they remain mostly pa-
rameter free. Parameters for the simulation are divided into two separate groups.
The first group consists of the parameters of the particle shower simulation itself,
which are CORSIKA parameters specified in Subsection (8.3.4). The second set of
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parameters specify the positions on the ground and the time interval in which the
radio signature of the shower is evaluated. This is done for COREAS in Subsection
(8.3.5).
8.3.4 CORSIKA Parameters
The simulation parameters are mainly set by the type, energy and direction of the
incoming particles. The simulation also allows the specification of environmental
parameters such as the observation level, which is set to 270 m. The local magnetic
inclination angle is set to values for Dunedin, New Zealand (BX = 17.655µT, BZ =
−55.680µT). It is conservative to assume that TART is only sensitive to radio
emission from particles at very high energies that are close by. The energy of the
initial proton was set to E0 = 1018 eV. At very high energies, typically E0 above
1016 eV, full simulations are no longer feasible [36]. A method called “thinning”
was introduced to CORSIKA to allow tracking of a representative sub-sample
of particles and therefore accelerate the shower simulation. The effects of the
choice of thinning parameters on the electric field signature in CoREAS need to be
investigated. The direction (θ, φ) of the particle is therefore kept fixed. Inclined
showers show a larger footprint [31]. The inclination angle θ was therefore
chosen to be fixed at 45◦ to produce an elongated shower profile, such as shown
in Figure 8.1, with a potentially large footprint at the observation level. The
other direction angle φ is fixed to 0; however, because of the inclination angle
of the magnetic field, a φ-dependancy is expected and would need to be further
investigated.
8.3.5 CoREAS Parameters
In order obtain an estimate for the distance at which a 1018 eV shower is visible
a sparse sampling of the observation plane was chosen. An arrangement of 25
points of observation were chosen on a regular grid between −1000 and 1000 m in
steps of 500 m. The regular time step at which the electric field is evaluated is left
at its default value of Tstep = 0.2 ns. This provides a sufficient time resolution to
generate a spectrum up to 2.5 GHz.
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8.3.6 Configuration Files
CORSIKA and CoREAS are configured by individual configuation files. For exam-
ple, a simulation is started via the command line:
$ ./corsika75000Linux_QGSJET_gheisha_thin_coreas < RUN000001.inp
where RUN000001.inp is the configuration file for CORSIKA. The corresponding
simulation parameters for CoREAS are set in SIM000001.list and SIM000001.reas.
To simplify the generation of configuration files a Python script was implemented.
An example for a set of generated configuration files is given in Appendix (K).
8.4 Thinning at Gigahertz Frequency
Two thinning parameters of CORSIKA εTHIN and Wmax are investigated with regard
to the effects on the electric field at the operating frequency of the TART.
εTHIN: When thinning is active, all particles, generated from an interaction, that
have energies Ei below the thinning fraction of the primary energy
Ei < εTHIN · E0 (8.6)
are dropped, and only a single representative particle, with appropriate weight,
is followed.
Wmax: Particles emerging from an interaction which would exceed the weight
limit Wmax are excluded from the thinning algorithm.
The thinning parameters were varied in the following fashion:
1. The thinning fraction was kept at εTHIN = 10−3 and the maximum weight
Wmax was varied between 105 and 102.
2. The maximum weight was kept at Wmax = 102 and the thinning fraction εTHIN
was varied between 10−3 and 10−5.
For each pair (εTHIN,Wmax) of thinning parameters 30 configuration files are
generated that only differ in seed (SEED) for the random number generation in
CORSIKA.
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8.5 Distribution and Execution
Because a single simulation can take days to complete, as shown in Table (8.1),
the execution of the simulation was carried out on the local computer cluster.
Virtual Slurm Cluster
The Slurm Workload Manager, or Slurm, is a free and open-source job scheduler
for Linux [92]. Slurm is used to schedule and distribute jobs on high-performance
computing clusters, such as the NeSI PAN cluster [40]. To prepare for the
potential usage of the PAN cluster, a virtual computer cluster based on a single
virtual machine image was built. Each host machine has access to the virtual
machine image file via the network. Each host serves an appropriate amount
of virtual instances, for example the number of available cores, and provides
network access to each instance. On boot-up of an instance the network is
configured, network resources are mounted, and required software, such as a
Slurm client and CORSIKA, is installed. A cluster of 35 virtual Slurm nodes
could be established. An additional instance, the Slurm controller, schedules and
distributes the computation jobs to each Slurm node.
8.6 Results
The simulation jobs were queued up in the Slurm controller and processed by
the virtual slurm nodes on different host machines. Because of the different age
and type of host machines, the individual simulation time varied; however, the
controller used available resources effectively. The results of each simulation
were stored on the local network attached storage (NAS).
8.6.1 Simulation Time
Depending on the primary energy, εTHIN, and Wmax the simulation of a single
shower can take minutes, hours or days. In Table 8.1 the average computation
times for a 1018 eV proton from a zenith angle of 45◦, observed at 25 locations on
the observation level, are shown. The thinning fraction of εTHIN = 10−3 was set
to be aggressive, such that thinning is performed already at high energies. The
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maximum weight Wmax limits the thinning and therefore shows a drastic increase
in computation time, when chosen to be increasingly conservative.
Table 8.1: Average simulation time tsim for a proton with 1018 eV from a zenith
angle of 45◦, observed at 25 locations for different Wmax. The thinning fraction
was kept constant at εTHIN = 10−3.
Wmax 10
5 104 103 102
tsim [ h] 0.16 0.75 6.7 33
8.6.2 Electric Field for εTHIN = 10−3 and Wmax = 100
Figure 8.2: Simulated received electric field strength of a shower produced by a
proton with 1018 eV. Shown in different colours are the sums of the electric field
strengths at different ground distances.
In Figure 8.2 the simulated electric field at 25 positions is shown as a function
of time. The waveforms are spread out in time, because of the propagation delays
for different observation points relative to the shower. For a zenith angle of 45◦
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Figure 8.3: Power spectral densities of the simulated electric field strengths in
Figure 8.2.
the expected delay can be calculated by
∆t500 mdelay =
500 m cos 45◦
c
≈ 1180 ns (8.7)
where c is the speed of light and the equation agrees with the delays seen in the
simulation. The peak electric field magnitude is above the sensitivity of TART.
The spectra for the different observation points for a single shower are shown
in Figure 8.3. The main signal strength is below 100 MHz. At frequencies above
1 GHz the electric field seems to be dominated by noise.
8.6.3 Variation of Thinning Parameters
In Figure 8.4 the spectra of the electric field at the centre observation position
as well as at 1.4 km away are shown for different thinning parameters. The
plots show similar results with regard to the choice of parameters. The thinning
parameter has less effect on low frequencies; however, they set the noise floor for
higher frequencies. Reducing Wmax lowers the amount of thinning performed and
decreases the noise level at frequencies above 100 MHz at the cost of an increase
in simulation time. For demonstration of the width of the noise floor Figure 8.5
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Figure 8.4: Power spectral density of the electric field at centre and at (1 km, 1 km).
The comparisons for all positions are shown in Figure M.1.
shows the spectra of all 30 simulated showers with the most conservative choice
of simulation parameters of the performed simulations: (εTHIN,Wmax) = (10−5, 102).
8.7 Summary and Future Work
A direct hit of the radio emission of a 1018 eV proton would cause a spike in the
electric field strength of several thousand microvolts per metre, which is above
the detection sensitivity of TART. Thinning causes, as expected, a decrease in
computational effort. The statistical fluctuations caused by thinning showed
less effect on the simulated electric field for low frequencies, below 20 MHz for
antennas 1 km away from the array centre and below 300 MHz close to the array
centre. The choice of the maximum weight Wmax of the particle dictates the
threshold when no further thinning is applied. Lowering the maximum weight
to 100 lowers the statistical noise level at frequencies of relevance for the TART.
For a quantitative assessment of the rate at which TART would detect UHECR
further simulations are required. The established virtual cluster has been used
for other student projects and can be used for future simulations. The simulation
of a single shower of a 45◦ inclined proton with 1018 eV for 25 positions, for a most
conservative choice of parameters, took on average 33 h. In future simulations
thinning must be used very conservatively, for example (εTHIN,Wmax) = (10−6, 10),
or turned off completely. This implies long simulation times of 200 h or longer per
simulation. Further simulations should also be performed with a denser array of
observation positions, which are closer to the shower. For example, with an array
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Figure 8.5: Multiple electric field spectra at the shower centre (left) and at
(1 km, 1 km) distance (right) for εTHIN = 10−5 and Wmax = 102. An ensemble of 30
simulated showers with different SEED shown to showcase statistical fluctuations
at higher frequencies. The spectra at all 25 simulated positions are shown in
Figure M.3.
of 40 by 40 antennas with 5 m separation it would potentially be possible to capture
the distinct signature of Cherenkov rings in the footprints. The results should
be qualitatively comparable with those shown in [31] for a frequency window




Within the timespan of this thesis the Transient Array Radio Telescope (TART),
a 24-element array radio telescope, was successfully designed, tested, built,
deployed, characterised, calibrated and operated. The goal of building, operating,
and imaging with a cost-effective radio telescope was achieved. In addition the
development and implementation of the telescope’s API enables a modern way
to operate and monitor the TART. This provides an excellent platform for future
instrument and algorithm development.
The TART was designed with a different goal compared to future radio tele-
scopes such as the SKA. Without the emphasis on building a device with high
sensitivity or high angular resolution, it was designed and built as a test bench
for algorithm development. The majority of this thesis covers the process from
designing and building the TART to generating a calibrated all-sky image.
Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the instrumentation of the TART.
It explains the individual components involved in the TART and how antenna
positions were optimised on the basis of properties of relevance for traditional
synthesis imaging.
Chapter 3 describes the data acquisition, which has been established for
two different modes: the raw data mode which gives direct access to the data
streams of each receiver and the visibility data mode which provides online cross-
correlated data from pairs of receivers to image continuously with conventional
synthesis imaging techniques.
A brief introduction to the underlying concept of conventional synthesis imag-
ing is given in Chapter 4.
The telescope has been operating reliably, with few set-backs. Loss of power,
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because of insufficient sun exposure of the solar panels, could be resolved, such
that permanent and reliable operation of the telescope was possible. Antennas
damaged due to water damage were replaced and measures to prevent water
getting into the antenna housings were applied.
Chapter 5 covers the development process of calibration methods for the TART.
An improved understanding of the individual, inherited, electrical components
from the previous telescope hardware, such as the radio modules and the jitter
cleaner, set the requirements for calibration in order to achieve sensible imaging
results.
Several calibration techniques have been implemented and applied to the
telescope. In particular a method of determining the antenna positions in the
absence of additional resources for surveying leads to sufficient accuracy. It is
demonstrated that a most basic complex gain calibration can compensate for
hardware-induced phase delays.
Although the individual response pattern of the antennas are only qualitatively
known, the calibrated TART can consistently image sources with conventional
synthesis imaging. The imaged sources are qualitatively consistent with the
positions of known GPS and other GNSS satellites. This provides a degree of
confidence in the setup, operation, calibration and initial data processing pipeline.
In Chapter 6 several software packages are explained, which allowed the simu-
lation and operation of the TART. A restless API and a Web-based interface provide
direct excess to the data of the telescope and allow unobstructed monitoring,
controlling and data acquisition of the TART from a remote desktop machine, or
any device with a Web browser.
Because of the direct access to the raw data stream of the receivers, the
TART provides a platform for the exploration of the transient radio sky. Therefore
efforts towards the estimation of the detection probability of the radio emission
induced by ultra-high-energy cosmic rays have been made and are documented
in Chapter 8. It was shown that the choice of thinning parameter and weight
limitation strongly affects the spectrum at gigahertz frequencies. The performed
simulations give an indication of the expected time scale and effort involved for
future simulations.
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Future Work and Outlook
The TART is developed as a test bench and therefore inherently gives great
opportunity for future development.
TART2 Replicate
A second, identical to the one described in this thesis, copy of the TART2 is
currently being commissioned at the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa.
As the telescope is located at a different location on earth and is exposed to a
different part of the sky, this second setup can provide a range of consistency
tests for calibration methods.
Calibration and Imaging
This thesis only covers a very basic calibration. The aim is to further develop
and improve the calibration and imaging techniques. With the verification of
basic functionality more sophisticated approaches such as those described in [58]
will be tested and developed further. With better calibration methods sources of
lower flux density will become visible. One intermediate goal for the calibration
and conventional imaging is the observation of non-man-made sources. A first
sensitivity estimation of the TART suggests that the active sun should be observ-
able. However the estimated radio flux of the quiet sun is of similar order to the
estimated sensitivity, which potentially has systematic errors associated.
Bayesian Imaging Methods
Imaging algorithms based on Bayesian methods require a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the instrument and of the underlying models and processes that
produce the measurement. The implementation of these models remains of high
complexity, even for down-scaled radio telescope such as the TART. Future work
can therefore be the measurement and modelling of the directional gain profiles
of the antennas as well as the characterisation of the individual antenna LNAs.
If results show an undesired complex structure, then the simulation and the
fabrication of antennas and LNAs with known gain profile properties could be
developed. At the same time the system temperature of the TART can be reduced
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by using antennas with a narrower field of view, which are less affected by the
ground temperature.
Instrumentation and TART3
The MAX2769B radio chip is at this stage operated in one of its predefined device
states. Future work could involve enabling serial communication with each radio.
This will give the ability to tune through a wider band of frequencies and give
monitoring capabilities and control over the variable gain amplifier.
There are several ideas for an updated base station board. One is the addi-
tion of channelisation of the received bandwidth into various sub-bands by the
implementation of a polyphase filter bank in the FPGA.
The next generation of an alternative base station module based on a Xilinx
Zynq-7000 was developed by Mytchel Hammond [91, 28]. The Xilinx Zynq-7000
combines a FPGA and a CPU under one die. This provides increased storage for
raw data acquisition and faster transfer via shared memory access. The platform
also provides more immediate processing capabilities.
Simulation of the Predicted Electric Field Strength at Gigahertz Frequen-
cies
To commence the effort done in Chapter 8, the field strength should be simulated
for a smaller area, at more observation points. Observation points in an area
between −200 m and 200 m in steps of 5 m should give a better coverage for
the emission at higher frequencies [31]. The effect of the inclination angle on
the received footprint at gigahertz frequencies poses an interesting research
topic. Simulation results in this thesis suggest the choice of very conservative
thinning or even unthinned simulation. That way one does not run into the
risk of significantly, artificially raising the noise floor at high frequencies. The
simulations will potentially take a long time, > 200 h per simulation, and will have
to be planned and carried out carefully. One goal of the simulations would be
the showcase of spectral electric field amplitude on the observation plane in the
observing frequency window of 1.575 GHz ± 2 MHz as a function of inclination
angle and primary energy.
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Figure A.1: A single tile in its normal configuration and its transport configuration.






Figure B.1: Tiles being fabricated in the workshop.
136
Figure B.2: Tiles neatly stacked to save space in the workshop.
137
Figure B.3: Four tiles fit in a standard trailer.
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Since the first prototype, of which further details can be found in [71] advances
have been made that simplified the build of the telescope and reduced the number
different printed circuit boards down to three:
• 1x Base Station module
• 4x Radio Hub modules
• 24x Radio module
140
Figure C.1: Front side and back side of the base station module printed circuit
board. The top side holds a total of eight RJ45 connectors to provide clock and
power, as well as receive receiver data. The bottom side (below) accommodates
a Papilio Pro FPGA board for synchronous data acquisition and a Raspberry Pi
Model 3 for basic data processing and storage.
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(a) Radio Hub Front. (b) Radio Hub Back.
Figure C.2: Front side and back side of the radio hub module printed circuit
board. The front side is holds the individual radio modules, RJ45 connectors, jitter






Figure D.1: Base Station Module Schematic: Main diagram.
144
Figure D.2: Base Station Module Schematic: Clock.
145
Figure D.3: Base Station Module Schematic: Power supply.
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Figure E.1: Floor plan for the Spartan6 FPGA. While occupying a large fraction of




The Hilbert Transform is H in an operation that generates the imaginary counter
part y(t) to a real valued signal x(t) such that the analytic representation of x(t),
xa(t) = x(t) + iy(t) = x(t) + iH(x)(t) (F.1)
is holomorphic on the upper half-plane [27, 16]. The signal at radio frequency
fL1 = 1575.42 MHz is down converted to base band to a centre frequency fc =
4.092 MHz. The sampling frequency is 16.368 MHz is four times the centre fre-
quency at base. An approximation of the Hilbert transform of the acquired
band-limited signal can therefore be accomplished by a bit shift of one sample.
At center frequency this relates to a shift in phase of exactly π/2. The since the
TART operates with a small bandwidth, relative systematic error in phase shift at










Figure G.1: Top view on the telescope. Besides the individual 24 antennas there
are several baselines shown. As an example baselines that involve antenna 3 are
shown. Each baseline is coloured by its length and has a direction from i → j,
where i and j are antenna indicies and i < j.
152
Figure G.2: Visibility magnitude and phase versus time for baselines that involve
antenna 3. The baseline subplots are ordered by increasing baseline length and
coloured to match figure (G.1). Over the depicted timespan of four hours the visi-
bility amplitude of each baseline wanderes through serveral minima and maxima.
The visibility phases on the other hand increase or decrease steadily which causes
them to wrap-around at π and −π. Due to the opposite orientation of [0, 3],[1, 3]
and [2, 3] the visibility phases are moving in opposite direction (decreasing). In-
stabilities of the phase can when the visibility magnitude reaches a minima (e.g.,






Figure H.1: Measured reference clock signal before(yellow) and after(green) the
low-delay clock buffer. A small phase delay as well as some attenuation is visible.
The small phase delay is as measured in fig. H.3 common to all outputs.
155
Figure H.2: Measured reference clock signal before(yellow) and after(green) the
pi-pad attenuation filter. The two signals are in phase and the output signal is
tuned to have a 1 V amplitude.
156
Figure H.3: Measured reference clock signal provided to two different radios
(yellow and green) on the same radio hub module. The clock signals are in sync
with insignificant phase delay and amplitude of 1 V.
157
Appendix I
Historic Printed Circuit Boards
158
Figure I.1: First base station module. The RPi has it’s own board. This setup was
used to first establish and develop the communication via SPI. The base station
module has a seperate board which hosts a power supply.
Figure I.2: The first assembled TART electronic test on the coffee table in the lab.
Neatly wound 50 cm Cat6 cables. The Base station module as well as the radio
hub modules had dedicated boards with power supply and jitter cleaner. In later





Table J.1: Summary of registers used by the FPGA and RPi. Further detail can be























































































Figure J.1: Traces of receiver mean over a day. The bottom plot shows the the
receiver mean being offset corrected.
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Figure J.3: Receiver spectrum from a single observation. The spectra are calcu-
lated from raw data.
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Figure J.4: Power spectral density against frequency for each receiver from
a single observation. The band pass filter of the receiver is centered around
4.092 MHz with a bandwidth of 2.5 MHz. Faulty receivers 4, 19 and receiver 17





1 ECUTS 0.3 0.3 0.000401 0.000401
2 THETAP 45.0 45.0





8 ERANGE 1000000000.0 1000000000.0
9 MAGNET 17.655 -55.68
10 LONGI T 5.0 T T
11 ELMFLG T T

















1 # CoREAS V1.1 by Tim Huege <tim.huege@kit.edu> with contributions by Marianne Ludwig and Clancy James
- parameter file
2
3 # parameters setting up the spatial observer configuration:
4
5 CoreCoordinateNorth = 0 ; in cm
6 CoreCoordinateWest = 0 ; in cm
7 CoreCoordinateVertical = 27000 ; in cm
8
9 # parameters setting up the temporal observer configuration:
10
11 TimeResolution = 2e-10 ; in s
12 AutomaticTimeBoundaries = 4e-07 ; 0: off, x: automatic boundaries with width x in s
13 TimeLowerBoundary = -1 ; in s, only if AutomaticTimeBoundaries set to 0
14 TimeUpperBoundary = 1 ; in s, only if AutomaticTimeBoundaries set to 0
15 ResolutionReductionScale = 0 ; 0: off, x: decrease time resolution linearly every x cm in radius
16
17 # parameters setting up the simulation functionality:
18 GroundLevelRefractiveIndex = 1.000292 ; specify refractive index at 0 m asl
19
20 # event information for Offline simulations:
21
22 EventNumber = -1
23 RunNumber = -1
24 GPSSecs = 0
25 GPSNanoSecs = 0
26 CoreEastingOffline = 0 ; in meters
27 CoreNorthingOffline = 0 ; in meters
28 CoreVerticalOffline = 0 ; in meters
29 RotationAngleForMagfieldDeclination = 0 ; in degrees
30 Comment =
31
32 # event information for your convenience and backwards compatibility with other software, these values
are not used as input parameters for the simulation:
33
34 ShowerZenithAngle = 45.00000125 ; in degrees
35 ShowerAzimuthAngle = 0 ; in degrees, 0: shower propagates to north, 90: to west
36 PrimaryParticleEnergy = 1e+18 ; in eV
37 PrimaryParticleType = 14 ; as defined in CORSIKA
38 DepthOfShowerMaximum = 907.7500549 ; slant depth in g/cm^2
39 DistanceOfShowerMaximum = 509092.584 ; geometrical distance of shower maximum from core in cm
40 MagneticFieldStrength = 0.5841199777 ; in Gauss
41 MagneticFieldInclinationAngle = -72.40723281 ; in degrees, >0: in northern hemisphere, <0: in
southern hemisphere
42 GeomagneticAngle = 117.4072316 ; in degrees




1 AntennaPosition = -100000 -100000 27000 antenna_00_00
2 AntennaPosition = -100000 -50000 27000 antenna_00_01
3 AntennaPosition = -100000 0 27000 antenna_00_02
4 AntennaPosition = -100000 50000 27000 antenna_00_03
5 AntennaPosition = -100000 100000 27000 antenna_00_04
6 AntennaPosition = -50000 -100000 27000 antenna_01_00
7 AntennaPosition = -50000 -50000 27000 antenna_01_01
8 AntennaPosition = -50000 0 27000 antenna_01_02
9 AntennaPosition = -50000 50000 27000 antenna_01_03
10 AntennaPosition = -50000 100000 27000 antenna_01_04
11 AntennaPosition = 0 -100000 27000 antenna_02_00
12 AntennaPosition = 0 -50000 27000 antenna_02_01
13 AntennaPosition = 0 0 27000 antenna_02_02
14 AntennaPosition = 0 50000 27000 antenna_02_03
15 AntennaPosition = 0 100000 27000 antenna_02_04
16 AntennaPosition = 50000 -100000 27000 antenna_03_00
17 AntennaPosition = 50000 -50000 27000 antenna_03_01
18 AntennaPosition = 50000 0 27000 antenna_03_02
19 AntennaPosition = 50000 50000 27000 antenna_03_03
20 AntennaPosition = 50000 100000 27000 antenna_03_04
21 AntennaPosition = 100000 -100000 27000 antenna_04_00
22 AntennaPosition = 100000 -50000 27000 antenna_04_01
23 AntennaPosition = 100000 0 27000 antenna_04_02
24 AntennaPosition = 100000 50000 27000 antenna_04_03




TART2 Initial FPGA code with SPI
1 ‘timescale 1ns/1ps
2
3 // _____ _ ____ _____
4 // |_ _| / \ | _ \ |_ _|
5 // | | / _ \ | |_) | | |
6 // | | / ___ \ | _ < | |
7 // |_| /_/ \_\ |_| \_\ |_|
8
9 module tart(
10 output wire led,
11 output wire spi_miso,
12 input spi_sck, input spi_mosi, input spi_ssel, /* SPI */
13 input fpga_clk_32, input rst,
14 input rx_clk_16, /* 16.368 MHz receiver master clock */
15 input [23:0] antenna /* Radio Data Interface */
16 );
17
18 parameter BLOCK_BUFFER_ADDR_WIDTH = 14;
19 parameter BLOCK_BUFFER_DEPTH = 1 << BLOCK_BUFFER_ADDR_WIDTH;
20 parameter IDLE = 2’d0, SENDING = 2’d1, RECEIVING = 2’d2, ERROR = 2’d3;
21 parameter DEBUG=1’b1;
22
23 wire [BLOCK_BUFFER_ADDR_WIDTH-1:0] block_buffer_write_ptr;
24 wire [BLOCK_BUFFER_ADDR_WIDTH-1:0] block_buffer_read_ptr;
25
26 //
27 // GENERATE DIFFERENT CLOCK DOMAINS
28 //
29




33 // GENERATE FAKE DATA (24 BIT COUNTER) FOR DEBUGGING
34 //
35
36 wire [23:0] fake_antenna;
169
37 fake_telescope fake_tart (.write_clk(fake_rx_clk), .write_data(fake_antenna));
38
39 wire rx_clk;
40 wire [23:0] antenna_data;
41
42 assign rx_clk = (DEBUG) ? fake_rx_clk: rx_clk_16;
43 assign antenna_data = (DEBUG) ? fake_antenna : antenna;
44
45 //
46 // AQUISITION BLOCK
47 //
48
49 wire [23:0] aq_write_data;
50 wire [23:0] aq_read_data;
51 wire [7:0] aq_status_cnt; // This is a count set in sync with the RD clk. it will never overstate
the fullness of the fifo.





57 .wr_clk(rx_clk), // input wr_clk
58 .rd_clk(bb_clk), // input rd_clk
59 .rd_data_count(aq_status_cnt), // output [7 : 0] rd_data_count
60 .rst(rst), // input rst
61 .wr_en(aq_write_en), // input wr_en
62 .rd_en(aq_read_en), // input rd_en
63 .din(antenna_data), // input [23 : 0] din
64 .dout(aq_read_data), // output [23 : 0] dout
65 .full(aq_full), // output full

















83 assign led = bb_filled;
84
85 //
86 // STORAGE BLOCK
87 //




90 wire [23:0] bb_rd_data;







































128 wire [23:0] tx_read_data;
129 wire tx_empty, tx_full;
130 wire [4:0] tx_status_cnt;
131 wire [4:0] tx_debug_status_cnt;
132 reg tx_read_en = 0;
133 reg read_to_be_done = 0;
134 reg startup = 1;
135 wire tx_ready_for_first_read;
136
137 always @(posedge fpga_clk)
138 begin
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139 if (tx_empty) tx_read_en <= ~tx_read_en;
140 else if (spi_buffer_read_complete) read_to_be_done <= 1;
141 else if ((startup && tx_ready_for_first_read) || (tx_empty==0 && read_to_be_done==1))
142 begin
143 startup <= 0;
144 tx_read_en <= 1;
145 read_to_be_done <= 0;
146 end





152 .rst(rst), // input rst
153 .wr_clk(bb_clk), // input wr_clk
154 .rd_clk(fpga_clk), // input rd_clk
155 .din(bb_rd_data), // input [23 : 0] din
156 .wr_en(tx_write_en), // input wr_en
157 .rd_en(tx_read_en), // input rd_en
158 .dout(tx_read_data), // output [23 : 0] dout
159 .full(tx_full), // output full
160 .empty(tx_empty), // output empty
161 .rd_data_count(tx_debug_status_cnt), // output [4 : 0] rd_data_count




















182 SPI_slave dut (.fpga_clk(fpga_clk),
183 .SCK(spi_sck), .MOSI(spi_mosi), .MISO(spi_miso), .SSEL(spi_ssel),
184 .antenna_data(tx_read_data),











195 reg rst=0, clk32=0, sck=0, mosi, ssel=1;
196 always #15.625 clk32 = !clk32; // 32 MHz Papilio
197 reg [23:0] telescope_data = 0;




202 .fpga_clk_32(clk32), .rst(rst), .led(led), // Papilio
32 MHz onboard clock
203 .rx_clk_16(telescope_clk), .antenna(telescope_data), // TELESCOPE
16.368 MHz receiver master clock





209 #32.051; // T/2 = 32.05 ns || 15.6 MHz




214 task fullsclk; begin halfsclk(); halfsclk(); end endtask
215
216 task ssel_enable; begin ssel = 0; #200; end endtask
217 task ssel_disable; begin #200; ssel = 1; #200; end endtask
218





224 //$display("Begin SPI write=%x %b", x, x);
225 mosi = 0;
226 sck = 0;
227 slaveout = 8’bx;
228 // send data MSB first on the RISING edge of sck
229 for (j = 7 ; j >= 0 ; j = j - 1)
230 begin
231 mosi = x[j];
232 halfsclk; sck = !sck; // rising edge
233 slaveout[j] = miso;
234 halfsclk; sck = !sck; // falling edge
235 end
236 //$display("MOSI %b %h", x, x);








244 rst = 1; #3000; rst = 0; #3000;
245
246 ssel_enable; spi_write(8’b0000_0000); fullsclk; spi_write(8’b0000_0000); ssel_disable; // READ
STATUS
247 ssel_enable; spi_write(8’b1000_0001); fullsclk; spi_write(8’b0000_0001); ssel_disable; // START
AQUSITION
248 #1_200_000 // wait for a while 60ns *20k = 1200k
249
250 // for (f=0; f < 20; f = f + 1)
251 // begin
252 // ssel_enable;
253 // $display("3BYTE READ %t", $time);
254 // spi_write(8’b0000_0010); fullsclk;
255 // spi_write(8’b0000_0000); fullsclk; //MSB
256 // spi_write(8’b0000_0000); fullsclk;




261 for (f=0; f < 250; f = f + 1)
262 begin
263 // $display("MSB READ %t ps", $time);
264 // ssel_enable; spi_write(8’b0_00000_10); fullsclk; spi_write(8’b0); ssel_disable; #200;//MSB
265 // $display(" B READ %t", $time);
266 // ssel_enable; spi_write(8’b0_00000_11); fullsclk; spi_write(8’b0); ssel_disable; #200;// B
267 // $display("LSB READ %t", $time);
268 ssel_enable; spi_write(8’b0_00001_00); fullsclk; spi_write(8’b0); ssel_disable; #200;//LSB
269 end
270
271 for (f=0; f < 1<<14; f = f + 1)
272 begin






Listing L.1: Main implementation of tart.v from commit:
92917746ec0c4857b7aee182b43caf47176733c6






Figure M.1: Single shower at different positions. For the simulations the same
seed but different thinning parameters were used.
176
Figure M.2: Electric field strength as a function of time for different antenna
postions. 30 Showers from the same direction where generated with different
seeds. The thinning parameters were set to εTHIN = 10−5 and Wmax = 102. The
spectre of the each time series are shown in Figure M.3.
177
Figure M.3: Spectra of 30 Showers at different positions on the ground. The




N.1 TART Web API Documentation
The TART application programming interface is running on the RPi. The API is
written in Python utilising features provided by the Flask library [63]. The API
is documented within the source code and a Web-based documentation can be
automatically generated with APIDOC.
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TART2 API
API to monitor and control the TART2
Acquisition






Current exponent of number of samples.
Send a Sample Request
 url
Send






Current exponent of number of samples.
Send a Sample Request
 url
Send






















Current exponent of number of samples.



























Current exponent of number of samples.





















Current save flag for raw mode.
Send a Sample Request
 url
Send














Current save flag for raw mode.






















Current save flag for visibility data acquisition.
Send a Sample Request
 url
Send














Current save flag for visibility data acquisition.



























Send a Sample Request
 url
Send































Enabled: 1; Disabled: 0
Allowed values: {0, 1}
























Enabled: 1; Disabled: 0
Allowed values: {0, 1}













List of channel gains
  phase_offset Number[]
List of channel phase o set
Send a Sample Request
 url
Send





Status of optimisation process.
Send a Sample Request
 url
Send










List of channel gains
  phase_offset Number[]



































Elevation in decimal degree.
  az Number










Status of optimisation process.





































Array of antenna positions in East-North-Up Coordinate system [[e,n,u],[e,n,u],..]].
Send a Sample Request
 url
Send



















Get UTC timestamp of latest visibilities in isoformat .



















Operating frequency of the radio
  L0_frequency Number
L0 frequency of the radio
  baseband_frequency Number
Baseband frequency of the radio
  sampling_frequency Number
Sampling frequency of the radio
  bandwidth Number







Number of antennas in the telescope
  name Number
Telescope site name









Current mode of the telescope.
Send a Sample Request
 url
Send






Send a Sample Request
 url
Send




























































Telescopes loop mode. Perform single, loop n times or loop indefinit in selected mode
before returning to o line mode.




Current mode of the telescope.


























Current mode of the telescope.































Report flag if firmware is compiled for 512Mb SDRAM
Allowed values: 0, 1
  SDRAM_ready Number
Report flag for SDRAM
Allowed values: 0, 1
  enabled Number
Report flag for Acquisition system beeing enabled.
Allowed values: 0, 1
  error Number
Report flag for Acquisition system beeing enabled.
Allowed values: 0, 1
  overflow Number
Report flag for Acquisition system beeing enabled.






Report flag for Acquisition system beeing enabled.





Allowed values: 0, 1
  FIFO_underrun Number
Underrun flag
Allowed values: 0, 1
  spi_busy Number
spi_busy





Allowed values: 0, 1
  cap_debug Number
Allowed values: 0, 1
  cap_en Number
Allowed values: 0, 1
  state Number
Allowed values: 0, 1
  viz_en Number
Visibility enabled
Allowed values: 0, 1
  viz_pend Number
Visibility pending










Allowed values: 0, 1
  invert Number
Acqusion







Allowed values: 0, 1
  debug Number
Acqusion















Allowed values: 0, 1
  error Number
Allowed values: 0, 1
  locked Number






























Send a Sample Request
 url
Send










information of provided index.
Success-Response: [#success-examples-Status-get_status_channel_i-0_0_0-0]
Send a Sample Request
https://tart.elec.ac.nz/dev/api/v1/s
https://tart.elec.ac.nz/dev/api/v1/status/channel/:channel_idx
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
{ 
  "id": 23, 
  "phase": { 
    "N_samples": 200, 
    "measured": 3, 
    "ok": 1, 
    "stability": 1.0, 
    "threshold": 0.95 
  }, 
  "radio_mean": { 
    "mean": 1.0, 
    "ok": 0, 
    "threshold": 0.2 
  }, 
  "freq": [...], 
  "power": [...] 
















Send a Sample Request
 url
Send





N.3 Source Code Repository Contributions
N.4 Source Code
The attached MicroSD card contains this thesis, the public GitHub repository and
the internal tools GitHub repository.
Public GitHub Repository: public_repo/
This folder contains most of the TART related hardware, firmware, and software
libraries upon which the TART is built and operates. The most recent version is
available at: https://github.com/tmolteno/TART.
Internal Tools GitHub Repository: internal_repo/
Contains test stage implementations of tools and plotting utilities. These have not
been added to the public repository.
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Figure N.1: Screenshot of commits over time to the public TART source code
repository. Mr. Shaw (shach353) stopped contributing in End of July 2014
and mainly contributed hardware schematics. My contributions (maxscheel)
were mainly in the software development sector and throughout the timeframe.
Mr. Suggate (psuggate) worked on the refactoring and testing of the FPGA
implementation and Tim Miller (milletf1) contributed with the co-development of
the web-frontend in June 2017. At the begin of July 2017 Tim Molteno (tmolteno)
started development and contributing with calibration algorithms, using the
telescope API I developed prior.
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Figure N.2: Screenshot of commits over time to the internal projects source code
repository. In addition to the public TART repository we also use an internal repos-
itory for all students and projects of the electronics department. My (maxscheel’s)
commits here are sololy TART related, whereas Tim Molteno’s (tmolteno’s) may
also include contributions to other projects.
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